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Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert C. Phillips
called to Livermore last week

J. A. Haynes.
M. L. Adams.

were

Dirigo theatre.

by the death of Mr. Phillips’ mother.

A. P. Grindle.

Mrs. Sarah Coughlin of
Detroit,
Mich., who hass been visiting relatives
in the eastern part of the county, has
returned to the home of her sister,
Mrs. Fred A. Patten.
Mrs. Harold Hamblen of Springfield. Mass., with son and daughter,
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
C. L. Morang.
Mr. Hamblen will
join them here for Christmas.
A shower was given at the home of
Mrs. Madison Joy on Main street last
Thursday evening, in honor of Miss
Blanche M. McFarland, who on Friday became the bride of George W.
Christie of Ellsworth
Falls.
The
bride-elect received many pretty and
useful gifts.
Refreshments were
served.
Oscar A. Tompkins;' formerly of
Ellsworth, died Monday of last week
in Bangor, at the age of seventy-two
Mr. Tompkins was employed
years.
for many years in the store of the
late F. B. Aiken in Ellsworth, and
for the past fourteen years in the
shop of the Noyes & Nutter Co. in
Bangor. He was a member of Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M„ and Lejok
lodge, I. O. O. F., of Ellsworth. He
leaves a widow.
The funeral was
held in the chapel at Mt. Hope cemetery, Bangor, Thursday.
Virginia, little daughter of Mrs.
Phyllis Campbell, is ill of scarlet
fever.
Health Officer Woodruff has
taken prompt measures to prevent the
spread of the disease, and says there
is no present occasion
for alarm.
This is apparently a sporadic case,
the origin of which cannot be traced.
There is scarlet fever in Bangor, and
there have been cases in
Bluehill.
Dr. Woodruff, however,
advises parents to watch their children carefully, and to consult a physician
promptly on the appearance of any

Legal Notices.
Alley’s Market.
Union Trust Co.
P. & H. Linnehan.
Will

George Mason, Bluehill
Classified Advertisements.
Williams Lunch Room. Bluehill.
Boston University Summer school.

account with you.
open
Will arrange withdrawals for you.
Will attend to your closing an account
elsewhere, with a transfer anywhere
All can be done by mall.
No need for you to come
personally. If interested or merely curious, write us
"How it’s done."
Write for particulars.. Inquiry invited.
2 per cent, for check accounts as low ns 9500.
an

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
Ellsworth Postofflce.

RECEIVED

MAILS

ONLY FEDERAL RESERVE MEMBER BANK IN ELLSWORTH

Prom West—6.47 a. m., 4.31 p. m.
From East—11.11 a. m., 6.27 p. m.
MAILS CLOSE AT POSTOFFICE.
Going West—10.40 a. m., 6 p. m.
Going East—6.15 a. m., 4
m.

Registered mall should bs at postoffice half

an

hour before mail closes.

WKATHKK

For Week

IN

ELLSWORTH.

Ending at Midnight Tuesday
21, 1020.

December

| From

observations
taken at the powei
station of the Bar Harbor & Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
in
inches for the twenty-four hours
given
ending at midnight.j
Weather
conditions

Temperature
4 a n»

Wed
Thurs
Fri
8at
3nn
Mon
Tues

40—
3130

3128
21—
24—

12

Precip-

itation

forenoon

afternoon
rain.cloady clear
fair
fair

in

40—

3634—

.76

cloudy cloudy,snow .02
fair
fair
clear
fair

34-

33—
38—
31—

fair
fair
fair
clear

Mrs. Luther Leach
will entertain
the Thursday club this week.
Philip Richardson, one of the summer school boys, is
visiting in Ellsworth.

Mixed Xuts,

pound.26C

u

These are mixed just the way you like to have them.

Walnuts in the shell,
New stock and every

Seeded

Raisins,

Ycu may have

Shrimps,
Nev»

pound.30C

a

one

Is good.

package.32<?

a

whole case, three dozen packages, for $10.26.

a

can.25£

a

|

rjCK.

Heinz Plum
if it

cou

Pudding,

a can.50c
d le better Heinz would make it so.

Heinz Chili Sauce,
The highest

bottle.30c

a

rade tomatoes

are

used in making this.

! i inz Sweet Midget Gherkins,
Tiny cucumbers put

Superha
They

Peas,

Sifted
are

up

almost

a bottle
the Heinz way.

a

...

.50o

as

the kind you pick fresh from the

j

vines.

Climax

i

can.25<?

good

as

Coffee,

We have it

a

pound.32C
by express to insure its freshness.

come

Virginia Dare Wine, per bottle.30c and 38£
-sen

alcoholic.

Heinz Tomato

Soup,

a

can.20c

Besides tomatoes it contains pure sweet cream.
mean

There is

a

Does

that

anything to you?
uot

article

an

prominence

on

on

this list that is not worthy of

your Christmas dinner

menu.

HAYNES_r3

♦

Christmas Gifts
Beautiful decorated glassware, gold banded and
floral, Japanese Tea Sets and other Oriental goods.
Complete line of Parisian Ivory and Manicure Sets.
The famous CONKLIN
Leather Purses and Bags.
Fountain Pen. Celluloid gifts for infants. Dolls and
other toys. Sweet Grass Baskets. Genuine PYREX
cooking dishes. Christmas cards, tags and seals.
REPUTATION CHOCOLATES in plain and fancy
boxes, Salted Nuts. EASTMAN KODAKS. All the
late books for young and old, including the famous
BUBBLE BOOKS. Wards Line-A-Day diaries and

JtiS

Standard.

NECKLACES, FISHON PINS AND RINGS.

^

Main St., Ellsworth

A.

118

Fir**,

THOMPSON

IVIAIIM

STREET

Marino and Automobile ln»uranee
Representing

The Equitable FTro and IS/lerino Insurance Co.
OF HARTFORD, COtfN.

SOiSi

&

-Established 1867-

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
representing

some

of the

leading companies

of this and

foreign couuUies

Insurance of All Kinds
Fire Insurance a specialty. Exercise care in selecting companies and see that the contract is correct.
O. W. TAPLEY CO., Ellsworth, Maine.

Yam at

Greatly
Reduced Prices

We will sell any of our Mill Yarn in either two or
three threaded, black, white, medium grey, dark grey
and bine mixed at $2.00 per pound.

95 Main Street

M. L. ADAMS
Ellsworth,

Maine

<
TO ALL

OUR

CHRISTMAS AND

CUSTOMERS
A

A

MERRY

PROSPEROUS

NEW

YEAR.

M. L. ADAMS.

Running on
one Cylinder

How
one
come

long would you run your car on
cylinder?
Frequently patients
to me who have
been
getting

little if any use from
one eye,
thus
throwing undue strain upon the other.
If you are wise, you will have your
eyes and your children’s eyes examined
once a year, at a cost of $1.
You are
not obliged to buy glasses now—yon
may not need them—but don’t neglect

precautions.

Edward H. Baker
ELLSWORTH

Optometrist and Beghstased
Bye Specialist.
Office Over Moore's Drag Stairs
64 Court street (Bridge Hill).
Telephone connection.
Graduate

""

ROUND BIRCH

WOOD

buy

Evening 7.15
Wed. and Sat.
Matinee 2.15

DIRIGO
-THEATRE-

logs

Corp.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

-o-

CHIMING EVENTS.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 23_
Carl Laemmle presents Dorothy Phillips in “Once To Every
Woman.”
Comedy. American Magazine.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 24
“Someone in the House," a Metro production.
News.
Good comedy.

American

_

NURSE
MISS M. ELIZABETH GOOGIN8
75 High St.,

J.

C. C. BURRILL

suspicious symptoms.

The committee on conference appointed by the city government and
board of trade to meet with the Bar
Harbor & Union River Power Co. In
The literature club will meet next regard to water rates, met the officMonday evening with Mrs. Allon P. ials of the company at their ofHce in
Bangor Monday and Tuesday. No
Royal.
basis for a compromise was reached,
Miss Ella M. Jude, who is teaching
but the committee will get together
at Houlton, is at home for the Christlater this week and prepare a report
mas recess.
of the conference. The matter stands
Miss Elizabeth
who
Macomber,
practically where it did before the
teaches in Skowhegan, is
spending conference. The hearing before the
the holidays with her mother in Ells
public utilities commission will be
worth.
continued at Augusta next Tuesday.
Ellsworth got a glimpse of
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Rowe left toBar
day to spend Christmas with Mrs. Harbor's new White fire truck SaturRowe's parents in Boston.
day, when it stopped here for a short
Miss Evelyn Howe, home demon- time on its way to Bar Harbor from
Chief Hamor of Bar Harstrator, leaves to-day for her home in Bangor.
Marlboro, Mass., for a vacation of ten bor and the demonstrator were with
it.
The truck weighs about four
days.
tons, and is driven by a seventyThe Gladys Klark company played
It is capable of
horsepower engine.
to good
houses at
Hancock hall a
speed of sixty miles an hour. Its
Thursday, Friday and Saturday eve- equipment includes a 200-gallon
nings of last week.
chemical tank and 250 feet of hose,
Mr. and Mrs. Louis C. Sturtevant and the engine may also be connected
of Thomaston are spending the holi- to take water from a hydrant, throwdays with Mrs. Sturtevant's parents, ing 600 gallons a minute. There is
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Morrison.
a twenty-foot
extension
ladder, a
Tumble Inn will move to its new roof ladder, two
headlights, three
location in the Greely building, ad- searchlights and smaller lights.
joining the First National Bank
Ellsworth basketball fans will be
building the first of next week.
given something new in basketball
next
Mrs. Charles H. Votey of Grand
Wednesday evening at Hancock
hall, in a demonstration game.
little
son
Rapids, Mich., with
Alanson E. Skillings, principal of the
Charles, is visiting her parents, Dr.
New liloucester
an
school,
and Mrs. H. L. D.
high
Woodruff.
Mr.
Votey will join her here for Christ- official of the joint basketball rules
who
is
the
State
mas.
committee,
touring
and
fast
Wivurna encampment will work in the interest of clean
will
be
basketball,
present to give a
the royal purple degree next Monday
evening. Bluebrook encampment of demonstration of this year's rules.
Brooklin will be the guest of Wi- The idea of a demonstration game is
vurna.
Banquet will be served at to call each foul, stop the play and
explain the foul and its penalty,
6.30.
an dalso explain how the foul may
Percy S.
Brayton of Medford, be avoided in future. Such demonMass., addressed a meeting of the strations have been
given in New
men of the Unitarian society at the
York and Boston, and in this State in
vestry last Friday evening in regard Portland and Lewiston, and have
to the work of the Unitarian Layproved of great value to spectators
men's League. A stew was served and
players alike. In spite of the
by the men. No action was taken first impression that a game so
toward forming a chapter
of
the
played would be slow, Mr. Skillings
League here.
says that a game so played is not
Thursday evening of next week the slow.
The game in Ellsworth will
Ellsworth A. C. basketball team will be between the Ellsworth A. C. and
meet
the Easterns of Brewer at high school teams, and will begin at
Hancock hall, the game beginning at 8.30.
8.30.
Other games scheduled by the
a. n.
iruewuriuy, wuo lias spent
Ellsworth A. C. are:
January 7, the past few years in Ellsworth, died
Pine Tree A. A. of Orono at Ells- in a
hospital in Tampa, Fla., of heart
worth; January 14, Bar Harbor Y. M. trouble, on December 15, at the age
C. A. at Ellsworth; January 20, Bar of
Besides a
seventy-five
years.
Harbor at Bar Harbor.
widow, he leaves four children, Elmer B. and Delmont G. Trueworthy
and Mrs. Eugene Moore of Ellsworth,
and Mrs. Will Nevells of
Tampa,
Fla.; three sisters, Mrs. Kuby Groper
of Seattle, Wash., Mrs. Helen Trueworthy of New York, and Mrs. Cordelia Lowell of East Boston, Mass.
He
is also survived by three grandchildren, Mildred and Marion Moore of
Ellsworth and Miss Hazel Nevells of
White and Yel- Tampa.
We will
His daughter, Mrs. Nevells,
was with him before his death.
delow Birch 4 foot
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Jenkins, of
livered at Ellsworth
Glenmore avenue, Dormont, Pa., anof
their
nounce the
engagement
daughter, Miss Helen Lora Jenkins,
to James W. Bridges, of Ellsworth,
(Continued on page 5.1

Ellsworth Hardwood

Completelline’of Eaton,JCrane'andfPike»’Stationery
Ifromi50c|toJ$5.50

J. A. THOMPSON,

Lieut. Edmund E. Brady and wife
are here for the holidays.
A. F. Grlndle has opened an automobile
on
Franklin
repair shop

Ellsworth

STORAGE BATTERY
Repairing

and

Recharging

Batteries stored tor the winter.
A. P. ROYAL,
68 State St.,

Ellsworth

■Wednesday evening, Dec. 29, at
Hancock hall, 8.30—Demonstration
Ellsgame of basketball, between
and
Ellsworth A. A.
worth A. C.
seats
reAdmission 20 cents: no
served.
Thursday evening, Dec. 30, at
Hancock
8.30—Basketball;
hall,
vs.
C.
Easterns of
Ellsworth A.
Brewer.
Admission, including war
reserved seats, 65
tax, 35 cents;
cents, on sale at Tumble Inn.
29, at
Wednesday evening, Dec.
Unitarian
the
vestry—Illustrated
lecture, “Plymouth Pilgrims,” by
Rev. G. T. Jones, under auspices oi
Unity club. Admission, 10 and 2C
cents.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 25. Matinee and evening.
Special Christmas Day Feature. TOM MIX in "The Texan."
Sunshine comedy.
MONDAY DECEMBER 27
Carmel Myers in a riot of laughter, “Beautifully Trimmed.”
Also News and a two-reel comedy.
TUE8DAY DECEMBER 28
A

powerful drama, "Devil’s Passkey.”
and comedy.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 29.

American Magazine

Matinee and evening.
Metro presents “The Star Rover.”
News.
Comedy.

North Orlarnl.
School closed Dec. 17. There will
he no winter term.
Mills
Bucks
Harold Billings of
friends
with
week-end
spent the
here.

E. Gray and
Worthy Master O.
at
State
grange
wife will attend
Lewiston.
Roy Trundy and wife and grandare
visiting
mother, Mrs. Billings,
Mary
mother, Mrs.
Mrs. Trundy’s
Davis.
the
has
pulpGinn
purchased
Boyd
wrood stumpage on G. E. Harper’s estate and will commence operations
soon.

Saunders
Mrs. Sarah
house tor Ed Harper.
Dec. IS.

is keeping
B.

ABSOLUTELY FREE
a

liberal

sample of

KiMOIDS
(GRANULES)

^indigestion
Mail this “ad” today
with name of paper
and your address to

SCOTT & BOWNE
MAKERS OF

SCOTT’S EMULSION
16
BLOOMPlELD, N. J.

MUTUAL BENEFIT COLUMN.
Edit** by “Aunt Madge.**

Over 100 years

MOTTO:—HELPFUL AND HOPEFUL

ago, Dr. Johnson originated
his famous household medicine,— still

purposes of this column are
succinctly stated in the title and motto
—it is for the mutual benefit, and aims
to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for
the common good It is for the common
use—a publio servant, a purveyor of
information and suggestions, a medium
for the interchange of ideas, in this cait solicits communications, and
ts success depends largely on the supComport given it in this respect.
munications must bp signed, but ths
name of writer will not be printed except by permission. Communications
will be subject to approval or rejection
by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason.
Address all communications to The
American. Ellsworth. Me.
The

The old reliable
in thousands of homes for

fiacity

coughs, colds, sore throats,
cramps, chills, sprains,
strains, and many other
INTERNAL and EXTERNAL
aches and ills, —grippe and
influenza.

«

could not have lost much time on the
It is pleasing to me that we
way.
from
should have ’etters this week
the
corner j
our
long- |
clock and blown out every light) i “Are” and ”C.,” two of
To hear the wee-est little sound when j time helpers.
Santa should slip by
1
The sooty chain and pot-hooks—but it j
send the season's greetings.
was no use to try.
No doubt yoii are all busy making up
For either he was awful still.or else he j your Christmas budgets.
Noticed Aunt 1
came so late
Madge was left alone again last week.
I couldn't seem to
keep awake—the It gave me a sort of guilty feeling. Insand-man wouldn't wrait.
asmuch as I have been shirking so
But never did he skip us on a single
j long. If I haven’t written, I haven't
Christmas day;
been slow to read all of the good
Our chimney was so broad and high he j things the column has contained.
to

be to lie and listen

night
ih
wound
(When grandpa’d
ere at

j

....

Tomorrow

Abiokt

couldn't miss the way.

J:

Liz“Tin
Was much Interested In
zie's” letter to “Betsey
as I alam
in Anything about Vinalways
haven.
My John was a native of that
and
village,
my home was thery for
eight years. I heartily join you. “Lizzie." in your request for a letter telling
of the place as it is to-day.
Perhaps I was there when you made
The last I heard
your eventful visit.
of Hurricane. ,its only inhabitants were
has
Concrete
two men ami a- cow.
taken the place of granite.
is our motth.
•Helpful and
If our A unt Madgef didn’t have a lot of
both in her make-up, i fear .our space
would have beenifSdd for other matter
long ago. To Aunt Maria and Uncle
belated
Mark I send
congratulations
and. to all of the others, best Christmas

P^g."

But here, he'll surely never come, because he'll look in vain
To find a gaping fireplace that’s big
and wide and plain.
And how, I’d like to ask you (it’s a
clear and open case).
♦ 'onId Santa and his pack
a radiator s space?

,

through

”*

*

*

-^Selected.

*

PHARMACY.

After you eat—always take

FATONIC

J

Instantly relieve* Heartburn, Bloated Cany
Feeling. Stops indigestion, food souring, repeating, and all the many miseries eau; ^ by

j

MHTfob your

j.
EATONIC is the best remedy. Ten?
sands wonderfully benefited. Positively guaranteed to please or we will refund money
_ull and get a big box today. You will sea

K.

MOOttJS, 58 MAIN

U.

Kilnworth, Maine

89*.

used
in
ter or eggs, or milk (unless
are
good
sauce); also
they
quite
enough for company desserts.
“EDWINA."
-0-

West Franklin.
Mrs. Alden Dyer spent the weekend with her daughter, Mrs. Roland
Chamberlain, at Hancock.
A few years ago Everett Murch of
this town, who had been in the stone
business in Vermont, came home and
This
got out a few granite bases.
an
was the beginning of
industry
which has become one of the mainThe
town.
quarries
stays of the
operated by Bradbury & Orcutt and
200
or 300
are
each
&
Gay
Springer,
feet in length and
thirty feet in
depth. T. M. Blaisdell & Son. who
formerly got out street work for Boston /New York and other cities, have
gone into base business to quite an
These firms use gasolene enextent.
Other
gines and air compressors.
firms doing good business in this line
Clark
Hardison
&
Urann.
are
Bros.,
Bradbury, Blaisdell Ac Smith. Bunker
Goodwin, C. L.
Bros.. Hutchins &
Coombs Ac Son, and Eldridge & Fern a Id.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brooks left
Friday for Portland.
Fred Orcutt, who has been visiting
at Otway. O., returned home Friday,
after a pleasant trip.
A. O. Clark was here from Hancock tor the week-end.
The high school closed Friday for
the holiday recess.
Veteran Samuel S. Clark was the
recipient of a post-card shower. December 16. his eighty-fourth birthday. \y£eu a man was needed recently to go into the water wheel at
Mr. Clark volunScammon's mill.
teered 9b’ go in and do the work
which not many young men would
care to do.
Mrs. Norman Smith was in Bangor
Friday and Saturday.
Alice Ryder, who is teaching at
Eastbrook spent the week-end at
home.
Roy Stanley of Sullivan has been
visiting Sumner Gordon.
M.
A.
Goodwin
and
Eastman
Hutchins secured a fine large wild

liqpeful"

long

|
!

stomach s sake)

Acid-Stomac!

Recipe makes eight servings.
We find both
desserts very satisfactory after a hearty dinner, and quite
economical, as they do not call for but"*)
sauce.

Dee. 11. 1920.
Dear Aunt Madge;
time
I have been thinking for a
that I ought to writfc a tine to help fill
the column, but did not seem to have
j
anything to say that I thought would
interest anyone.
But I saw in my last
paper where you spoke of Ruth and I
j
going to Freedom, so I will tell you wishes.
about it.
We went there
to
spend
A8 ever.
Thanksgiving with my step-daughter.
“C.”
We had a nice time, and we had quite a
•
•
*
trip if changes count. We were only
to
Our sympathies are extended
on the way about five hours,
but
we
“Pansy,” whose husband hao recently
made changes enough to go to New
passed away.
We took the
York.
train
here
and
•
*
•
cat Saturday.
changed in Newport; took the Boston
Miss Leona DeBeck is home from
train to Burnham; changed there again
May the holiday season bring to.
Orono for the holidays.
for Thorndike, there we took an auto,
every reader and helper ot the colhas
Goldie Rollins
finished her
uran much of good cheer and happiwhich was the mail team, and went to
school at Marlboro and is at home.
ness.
Freedom postoiRce; there my grandson
Dalton Reed, who has been in Sor•
%
met us with a horse and sleigh.
rento several months, is at home.
Therfe was no ice on the trees here,
Many thanks to Edwina for the
The following officers have been
but when we got to Thorndike everyfollowing:
! elected for the coming year by the D.
thing was covered with ice. and when
I am sending a
recipe for apples of V.’s:
Edith
Butler,
president:
j
we got to Freedom the trees were all
gelatin (taken from the Modern Pris- Millie Wilbur. S.
V.
Minnie
P.:
bent over, some so low over the road
like |
cilia) which we have used and
j Hardison. J. V. P.; Lillian Donnell,
that we had to drive out around them,
very rnueh1
chaplain; Lucy Cousins, treasurer;
The ne>st morning, when the sun shone
Apple G> lnfin—One-half cup .-oUl Edith Bradbury. P. L;
Jessie
De;
on them, it was a very pretty sight.
water, two tablespoons gelatin, six tart
Beck, Nellie' Clark and Lillian IJon> We could see for miles and miles
over
or
sweet
in
wattr
cooked
apples,
cider, !
members of council,
nell,
a forest, and all was a-sparkle.
rind of one-half lemon, one cup sugar,
Miss Ola Smith is at
home from
We remained until Saturday, and felt
lemon (juice).
Soften
gelatin in
Sangoiv ile for the holidays.
that w; 5 ad
vacation.
quit.
cold
water.
Cook
quartered apples

(Dexter.
MOORE’S

quarters cup chopped cooked prunes,
tableone-half cup orange pulp, two
spoons lemon juice, three-quarters cup
gelatin, onesugar, two tablespoons
quarter cup cold water, one cup prune
in
cold water,
juice. Soften gelatin
water, add
dissolve in boiling
prune
add
When
cool,
juice and sugar.
orange pulp and lemon juice.
prunes,
More lemon juice may be added to suit
and
When
thick
the taste.
Pour into
beat until foamy.
serving
Serve with soft custard
dish and chill.

North lamcine.
Lester Young and
wife are exweek
from
pected this
Billerica,
Mass., for the holidays.
George H. Coggins came to-day
from Southwest Harbor,
and
will
leave for Cambridge. Mass.. Wednesday to spend the winter with his
daughter. Mrs. Janies Tweedie.
Miss Anna M. Young will arrive
home
Friday from Boston, for a
week’s vacation.
Mrs. Harry Bordeaux
of
Somes
Sound spent several days last week
Mrs.
with her mother.
Roland Carter.
School closed Friday, after a successful term, taught by Mrs. Susie
Bishop of Hancock.
Y.
Dec. 20.

syrupy/

BROWNIES GRIEVANCE.
(By Harriet Whitney Durbin.)
Yes. I know it’s surely coming—that !
the days between arc few;
And the folks begin to wonder why I i
1.
look perplexed and blue;
But there’s reason for my trouble—in j
this queer and cranky town
The snow came here about the tenth
We haven’t any fireplace for Santa to ;
of November and we have
had
good
come down
sleighing all the time since then. It
At grandma’s, in the country, there’s a
will soon be Christmas and I expect the
chimney, tall and wide
M. B.'s are all busy.
The dear
old
chap could scramble
and
With
best
wishes
a
Merry
and
through
scarcely touch the Christmas to all. I will say good night.
side;
••ARK."
•
*
•
And grandma, every
Christmas
eve,
would rake away the coals
It seems to me. you made more
And cover ashes on 'em. so’s he needn't
changes on your trip than Ford had
scorch his soles
but you
on her journey to Seattle,
What fur. It used

to cover.
with lemon rind and water
until
cooked
Press through sieve (if
very soft we do not find that necessary). add sugar, lemon Juice. Add
with
plain or
gelatin. Serve cold
whipped cream. Makes six servings.
We have also used this from the
same magazine, and like it much:
Prune and
Orange Whip— Three-

SSKSfcSg,*
u^,)
HE’S
just

,,

SjftnS'&s

-o

laitnoine.
Herman Holt is home for Christmas week.
Shepard Holt is recovering, after
an operation for appendicitis.
Mrs. Julia Covey will go to Lewiston to-day to attend State grange
and visit her daughter, Mrs. Mary
Loach.
Elmer King aud Elliot King and
daughter Dorothy of F,verett, Mass.,
were in town last week for the burial
of their mother. Mrs. Stillman King.
Mrs. Shirley Holt and son Ellis are
spending their vacation with her paand
wife.
rents. Rev. W. H. Rice
Mrs. Rice is ill.
Dec. 20.
R.

Ss-rsas aSf

^

»°o aysfa.T^^

Sloatts

LinimentQ
South

Hancock.

George F. Merchant left for
IOr •'H
lork Tuesday night.
B. R. Horner, who has
snent
months at home,
returned t„ 5hl
to New* work on the W. C. It. R.
Moni°

Hancock Point.
Arthur Lounder has gone
York to join a yacht and will sail
early in January for the West Indies.
Miss Minnie Ball
arrived
home
from Bolsters Mills one week ago.
Misses Edith. Marcia and Grace Ball
are home from Bangor fbr the holi-

days.
V. M. Carter is digging
Howard Hodgkins.
Dec. 20.
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James Butler of
Marlboro spai
the week-end here.
Mrs. Bert Coleman and
Ellsworth are visiting at children,
the
’
her brother. B. R.
Homer
Friends of Mrs, Netue K
Hi«t,
! regret to learn that she
has ta
well for °b«*ed to
10 ■ hospital
for

L

[
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M. R.

Allen Crabtree, who is m (.n,,
health, is having treatment ir. m
11
worth.
C. R. Smith went to
Woolwich Sn
nrday to visit his brother p
''
Smith.
Dec. 20.
w

\
I
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Waltham.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Jordan are receiving congratulations on the birth
of a son. Austin Kdmon, born December 16.
E. H. Jordan of Eden
has been
visiting here.
A. S. Jordan, who is lumbering in
Otis, spent the week-end at home.
Mrs. Marjorie Wilbur and brothof
ers. Austin and Aldis Williams
Franklin, were
Sunday guests of
their sister, Mrs. Oscar Jordan.
Dec. 20.
B.

-o-

Blnchill Falls.
Mary A. C. Candage I

Miss

spending the winter with her
in Sedgwick.

q

Subscribe for The American
32.00 a Year

4 a do

And you cannot find anywhere a
better, purer, more potent
remedy for indigestion, biliousness, constipation, impoverished blood than this “L. F.” Atwood Medicine.
Vet a 30
cent bottle contains nearly
sixty doses —enough to overcome the most stubborn cases when
directions as to eating
and exercise are carefully followed. It is the

family phr

aician for the entire household
children and grown ups. It
quickly helps to break up n cold, thus preventing serious
sickness. Headache, dizziness, bad breath and
art
—

banished with a few doses.

languor

Buy

of your dealer.

“I*. F.” Medicine

Portland,

Co.,

Maine.
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"Echo."

Or- Cold Days, dot T*?'\
O. let Dqys.Cold 1*. \

UouUlsboro.

j!

Six good successive scourings! If you thoroughly scoured your silverwear six times,
you'd know it was clean, wouldn’t you?
That’s the way we feel about the wheat for

William Tell
FLOUR
\

One or two scourings might do for an
ordinary flour, but William Tell is
not an ordinary flour.
So we scour
our
wheat
six times,
one
after
another, until we know that It is perfectly clean.
We then take oft the outside hull,
and use only the fine rich Inside portion of the gTaln.

Considering the way It’s made. It’s
not surprising that William Tell U so
clean and pure and line.
V

The grammar and primary schools
of the village gave a Christmas cantut. at the,grange hall Saturday eveDec.
11.
The program was
j niug.
! well rendered. Much credit is due
the teachers for the splendid way it
| was carried out. Regardless of the
weather, it was well attended and
i ouite a sum was realized.
One of
the features was a beautiful Christmas tree for the children, each child
receiving a gift and a bag of popcorn
and
ice-cream
was
candy,
sold

|

tuc
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Mrs. Kelley of Milbridge visited
her daughter, Mrs. Dallas Ashe, Saturday and Sunday. Miss Lois and
Master Wallace Ashe accompanied
her to Milbridge, and Mrs. Ashe will
go in a few days to spend Christmas
vacation.
Mrs. Emma Kidder went to the
Eastern Maine General hospital in
Ba'ngor Friday, for treatment.
The many friends of Roy Spurling
are glad to see him at home again, 1
after being operated upon for appendicitis at the Eastern Maine General i
He is rapidly :
hospital, Bangor.
gaining, and will soon be able to resume his business.
The schools have closed here for a I
two weeks’ vacation.
The Christian Endeavor war well ;
attended Sunday evening. The topic, I
"Progressive Christians," was well ;
handled by Mrs. Eltie Young.

Tell him—William Tell.

WHITCOMB,

Maine

51
_
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ployed

at

Southwest Harbor,

came

Ashvillc.
A special meeting of the Wednesday club was held at Mrs. W. M. Pettee's Tuesday evening.
Refreshments were served.
A Christmas sale was held at the

HAYNES & WHITNEY

Bangor.

Seal Cove.
and Mrs. Roland B. Ashley
recently received a Victory medal for
their son Fred, who fell in France
in 1918.
Elmer B. Stanley and wife are visiting in Rockland.
Capt. W. S. Rowe and wife of
Swan's Island, were in town recently.
Henry Robbins, who has been em-

-o-

Your grocer knows.

Sold by Dealers in this Neighborhood
Thurston, Kingsbury Co., '"iWrt,^s

Mr.

home quite ill.
Mrs. Robbins has
also been ill.
Jay Robbins of McKinley Is conducting the pulpwood operations
here.
He has a crew on the Carver
lot, and will soon put a crew on the
K. K. Hodgdon lot on the Cape road.
Dec. 18.
N,

chapel Saturday afternoon, followed
by a supper. Net proceeds, *36.
Plans are being made for a Christmas

concert and tree at the chapel
eve.
Misses
Sadie,
Thelma and Vida Martin have charge
of the program.
Dec. 13.
"Phoebe."

Christmas

ibo

Dec. 13.
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So many people hare iuch
* fondness for the

DELICATE, DELIGHTFUL
FLAVOR
of SUPERBA TEA we
feel absolutely safe in suggesting its use in your home.
PolHeh Intiit; and get
SUPERBA TEA at your
Dealer's.

MILUKEN-TOMUNSON
Importers end Peckers
PORTLAND. MAINE

CO.

^

His Desperate
Hour
By BENTLY PHILLIPS

|(c>,

|

;
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Newspaper

Western

entering

me

room

ne

toiti

ms

trouble abruptly, relentlessly watching
her face the while.
“I came tonight,” he said, “from DocI h.ite heart trouble.
tor I.inley’s.

lfllliCent:

badly

pretty
think.”

•eeuis to

|

Luton.)

Nathan snt at the window watching
This for many
for Mlllicent to go by.
been one of the hnppy movoors had
and faithfully
ments of Ids day. Long
loved Mlllicent though he
l)ml Nathan
to tell her so.
Forhiul never dared
to have parted them retune seemed
lentlessly and the patient man grieved
see no future of promthat he could
Milllcent from the days of her
lsi.
advantage
girlhood had known every
thin a successful viilnge hanker could
while Nathan after
give Ids daughter,
earning his way through school had
fallen, as It were. Into the harness of
his Invalided father, caring for the
sninll and never prosperous farm that
was their home.
Any opportunity of advancement
which lie might hove had was blocked
by present need. No person could be
hired or persuaded to look after the
exacting old cripple, and Nathan Imd
ever lie. n kind. So resignedly, he took
under plodding
up his burden, burying
The
work Ids heart’s caper desire.
few brief visits which he allowed himself at .NJIIlleent’s home were joy spots
la Ids life to he lived over again In
memory during lonely hours In the
It was long since
house on the hill.
Mlllicent's father had (lied leaving her
quite alone and Nathan wondered with
o sweet hope stirring his heart why
she had not married.
"Mbs Milllcent," the young girls
non called her.
Nawas beloved of them all.
Si
than painted the farmhouse a shining
In summer roses clambered
white.
its neat (hair posts and from
over
year to year the little place grew more
Invltirc under Ills care. When his father v < sick Milllcent would come up
the hill, to call.
Nathan was not himself that sumtuer.
IMscourageraent Is not n good
tonic, and when he visited the old vlllave practitioner he was not surprised
His heart showed
to learn the truth.
disturbing symptoms.
"Tin much hard work, boy,” the old
doctor said to him.
Nathan sighed ns he went his homeward «ay. So this was to he the end
are dreaming.
of lieAll at once he
felt tin- need of sympathy and comfort.
Nathan turned In at Mlllicent's gateway
>o

!

11*20.
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Nathan laughed shortly.
“Reckon I’ll go like Dan,” he said.
MUliecnt grew wl ,.e For a moment
she had difficulty In shaking.
“Oh.
Nat!” she said then, “I don't believe
it’s as had as that.
Doctor Linle.v is
old you know, and has old ideas. Doctor Renton Is coming from the city tomorrow to see me.
Promise Nat that
yon will come over while he is here."
Nathan turned away. He had heard
of this city doctor’s recent visits to
Millkvnt’s home. That fact lately had
added much to his unhappiness.
“Rood night,” he said sadly and was
gone.
The voice of the invalid father
called Milllcent next morning over the

phone.
“Nathan Is sick.” said the frightened
old man, “and I thought
maybe you
'vouhl come and help us.”
M:ss Millleent’s car made the hill

quickly.

Nathan was very sick indeed,
she could see that. Ills breath came
short and painfully, with an effort he
beckoned her to his side. Constraint
and humility forgotten in his des-

perate
hour, Nathan grasped
the
hands of the woman he loved.
N"\v that I am going,” he said, “I
must tell you.
It cannot hurt you now
to know—that I loved
you always, Milllcent—far too much to ask you to
share the waste of
my life.”
“Nathan,” the woman cried chokingly. she turned toward the door. “Doctor Benton is
coming," she whispered.
I left word for him
to follow.
But
before he comes, oh, my dearest, I
"ftnt you to know that never has
there been a moment when I would not
i.vr
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place here ns your wife. Nathan ! Nathan : Why has It taken an hour like
this to unlock
your lips, the hour that
>8 too late?”
" hen the
doctor came from the sick
wall's room Miss Mllllcent met him
near the door.
Dumbly she waited his
Terdict. The young physician smiled

reassuringly.
indigestion,”

he announced.

"Been

c»'lng hadly cooked food. He’ll be all
"Kht In the
morning.”
But.” faltered Mllllcent, “Doctor

Bluley

warned

Nathan

about

his

heart.
Doctor Llnley," the younger man
confidently replied. “Is a mistaken old
|°K5 Your patient's heart Is perfect-

ly sound.
Mllllcent.

Will you be able now. Miss
to settle arrangements for
the sale of
your house or must I come
■°nt again T'
Mllllcent smiled as she glanced Into

"hthan’s room.
“We will settle the sale now,” she

■aid.

Possible Solution.
a lifeguard has eloped
heiress," remarked Mr. Gllp-

u

1 see where
with an

ping.
That may explain something that
os puaaled
me a long time." said Mr.

Gad spur.

“Wan?"
m

Bve often wondered what
they did

winter."

I will snap out the hall
light," she said
hard to analyze frjends GRANT NOW TELLS
As he obeyed she
put !
OP PINE RESULTS RUMMAGE
up her face to his in the darkness,
saying clearly: “Good-by, Joe. I’ll Wife Unable to Understand Choice Says Friend Who Advised Him to Occasions When
Things of Greater
Made by Her Husband, and He
surely be ready tomorrow when you
Take Tanlac Couldn't Have Done
Moment Than Old Clothes A.ay
j
Is Equally at'Sea.
come.”
Greater Favor.
Be Disposed Of.
She had caught a
light step, the j
I have only finished my
My
merest
husband’s
friends
“Although
rustle of
are
a
source
garments, as she i of
Did you ever attend one? Here on
never-failing psychological interest first bottle of Tanlac it has helped a table is old Frown’s silk
passed Into the hall. The lights
there, ; to me.
hat that
I am always trying to discover me so much that I am ready right
ugaln full, showed her a veiled und
he wore to church many years and
now to tell everybody about it,” said
he
why
chose
them
and
hooded
what
constifigure rushing impetuously
now that he’s gone it has been sent
Bradbury D. Grant, when
downward. It pushed rudely past the tutes the secret of their enduring charm some more of the medicinepurchasing
at the'C.
by his funiily to the rummage .sale to
for him, says a writer in the Conti- H.
stranger without a glance at him, and
Guppy Drug Store in Portland. ! be disposed of for the benefit of the
nental Edition of the London Mail.
was quickly swallowed In
Maine.
Mr. Grant lives at 384 Cumlower halfchurch.
Not one of them
berlaml
lit depths.
avenue,
Portland, and is
reatly resembles
Then came a smothered
And there on the counter is an old
foreman
him and some
at
the
U.
S.
Government
little
possess
traits that
scream, drowned by the loud
china pug dog that used to guard the
purring would
Buoy
Little
Depot,
Diamond
irritate
him
Island,
in
of a powerful cur.
anybody else.
|
Murcia rejoiced
house.
mantelpiece in
somebody’s
Take, for instance, George, who is Portland Harbor.
that hers were not street
“East winter I had the ‘flu’ and I And on a rack hangs the Prince Alwindows;
always
in
restless;
the garden flinging I never recovered from the
whatever happened she could not see
effects of it | bert coat that some fellow wore when
it; shuddering she sank upon a win- about like a boy, with the children : until I got Tanlac. I lost my ap- he was married and which his wife
trailing after him; in the house, when petite just couldn’t enjoy eating anydow seat and hid her face in her
as a treasured thing through the
they are in bed. gamboling incessantly ! thing and even what I forced down kept
hands. Body and soul, she wus shaken
now she has given it away bewith
and
the kitten, setting the phono- fermented
formed
and years;
gas
to the depths,
cause the sentiment that attached to
graph going, whistling, humming or caused such severe cramping pains
-Now ior a year she had built
I could hardly stand it.
up un
I had to be it is dead and lias fluttered away like
vamping on the piano.
local about the man site had saved.
very careful what I ate.
My nerves last ’year’s leaf.
He does not
know
what repose got in a bad
Gordon Ammerly, lawyer, litterateur,
condition, I couldn't
They are handy institutions, these
means, yet he appeals to my husband, sleep much and
society ornament, modestly rich, hut
got up of mornings rummage sales,
enabling one, as they
whose most obvious characteristic is feeling tired and run down.
Someambitious as Lucifer.
The type site
to give away for good purposes
serenity and calm. Then there is Ed- times 1 had terrible dizzy spells, do,
c- aid
love—fate permitting.
Now—
what he nb longer needs or wants or
ward with his absurd laugh, a kind when I could hardly stand up.
she Hung up her lignd, rose and shook
“A friend of
mine from
of shrill cackle that reduces me to
Peaks cares for. He holds on to such things
icy Island
herself free of something Intangible.
put me on to Tanlac saying it a long time and then one day he gets
pessimism. My husband rarely smiles
So lie played with women's hearts and
had relieved him of troubles about tired seeing them around and away
and only really laughs once in a'month
men’s honor.
the
same as mine.
In a shuddering revulWell, he couldn’t they go to the rummage sale, the secof Sundays.
Nevertheless, there must have done me a greater favor, for ond-hand
sion she flung doors and windows
store and the rag shop.
be some fundamental basis of solid
now I have an enormous
appetite and
wide, bathed her hurtling face, turned
But the rummage of minds and
am
between
the
sympathy
I
two
for
eating
even
anything
want,
men,
out tlie lights aud sat
characters most people hold on to and
pondering life Edward is
always welcomed heartily. pork and beans, without the least
and things till a low moon told her it
1 sleep like a top at night cherish forever. To their dying days
husband goes fishing with an- distress.
My
waS long past midnight.
other friend whom I privately call a and wake up every morning feeling j they keep old and wornout prejudices
When next Joe came—to be exact
In fact, the results from just i and fight hard for them.
great.
grumbler. He must be most depress- one
it was next afternoon—she saw him
bottle of Tanlac in my case have
They hold and feed cankering hates
ing. Then he never has a dull mo- been astonishing and I intend
to keep ; and envies as
transfigured. He was clean as he was ment when
things of great value,
Is at hand ready
1
Stephen
it.
for
I
taking
believe it is the great- worth
kind—there
were
no
folded-down
treasuring in their hearts.
to prattle about science,
est
medicine
made
I
and
want
to
be
though my
pages for his wife to discover. MoreThey keep fast to habits, knowing
husband’s sympathies are completely sure its work is well done."
over, he loved her so entirely, trusted
are bad, but lacking the will or
classical.
Tanlac is sold in Ellsworth by E. i they
her with such perfect trust.
“I—
Tidy to meticulousness himself, he G. Moore. In Sullivan by Dunbar the courage to throw them off.
gave away your coat and cap," she
They cast off only good resolutions
does not appear to see how most of his Bros., in Little Dee? Isle by H. G.
said to him, abruptly, to which he only
friends scatter things about when they Eaton, in Ashville by C. C. Small, and intentions’because they interfere
in South Bluehill by M. B. Grindle, too much with comfort.
smiled, saying; “It must have been
stjiy with us, borrow his books and and by the
tlie right thing—or you wouldn’t have
The next time you gather together
leading druggists in i
either put them back in
the wrong
every town.—Advt.
done It."
And although he sensed
your old clothes for the rummage sale
places or never return them at all;
the
and you have packed It all in one
subtly
change In her, the change
leave pipes here and pouches there,
..lii
maimin' uiurai, ne sum naming
bundle, suppose you say to yourself:
and break again and again the unwritBernard.
uf it, Imt took tier to dinner and after“Let’s see, what have I left out?
ten laws that rule our household.
The ladies’ aid society held its an- What else
ward for a
is there that I ought to
long, lazy wandering
At times I see rny husband look renual Christmas sale at the church
get rid of? What passions, prejudices
through the park. It was the first of flectingly at my friends, and the Wednesday afternoon. It was
decidand habits are Uttering up my mind
Marcia found them infinitely ;
many.
thought flits across my mind that they edly successful, all uniting in the
restful. She found, too, that Joe had
provide him with the food for specu- work. In the evening an excellent and character?”
You will not he able to get rid of
ceased to Imre her—that she missed
program was given under the mani lation that Ins friends give me.
him acutely, longed for Ids coming,
Then I realize that I have never agement of Mrs. E. B. Reed and Mrs. this rummage as easily as you can
Shirley Kelley. Program:
and felt happy in his presence though
Organ dispose of your old clothes, but once
I analyzed my devotion to Mary, or spec- solo.
Mrs.
Reed;
chorus,
young
neither spoke a word.
having taken stock of it you will know
ulated how it is that Ros*e’s compan- ladies;
chil“Looby
Loo,”
McKinley
Thus time's whirligig brought to
yourself better. The first step to seifionship is a perennial pleasure.
dren; song, Bernard girls; solo, Miss
j
fs to become acquainted
pass tile Inevitable end—a quiet wedI suppose we are friends now heFlorence
Sanborn:
Russian
exer-l improvenfent
ding, a brief honey mo n, then the mak- ! cause we were children together, or cise. McKinley children; reading, with your defects.
“I know everything except myself.”
Mrs. Reed: sony, McKinley grammar
ing of a new and delightful home, big
went to the same school, or met when
school;duet, Miss.'s Gott;
reading, said the celebrated vagabond, Villon.
enough for two, that by and by be- happily holiday making.
Miss Nichols; reading, Vernon Kel- —Detroit Times.
came throe. Marcia in tier happiness reAnyway, there It is, and I expect ley; song, Bernard boys;
solo, Mr.
membered her flight of adventure only
if truth were sifted from speculation
Able; duet. Mr. and Mrs. Able; solo,
now and then, but always
thankfully causes of the same kind or others as Margaret Closson. Granville Walls
Monkey Convicted a Killer.
—It had been tile turning point.
She
A monkey
primitive, rulj? my husband’s choice accompanied the organ with his manwas
brought into the
knew Ainmerly was abroad—permadolin for several selections.
afso.
The court at Constantinople in connection
He
proceeds were about $100.
nently, „snkl the society gossip.
with the murder of the manager of
Mrs. Grace Rowe
and
had sent ns a wedding gift a small
daughter tile Ackermann circus, which had been
Famous Rosetta Stone.
Alice
have
to
for
the
gone
Bangor
chest of exquisite silver—thus she
giving performances for a season in
Rosetta is a town in Egypt, on the winter.
knew lie too remembered thankfully.
old Bolbitlc arm of the Nile. In the
Services at the church were held at the Turkish capital.
*‘I am trying to make my life worth i time of the
A married couple named Starr, who
Crusades it was a place their regular hours Sunday.
At the
your having saved it,” lie wrote In
were members of the circus troupe,
of great strength, but was later out- afternoon service there was music by
]
answer to her warm acknowledgment.
the evening the were suspected of the crime and ar: stripped in growth by Alexandria, and the choir and in
Rev. Oscar Olsen, gave an in- lested, hut no evidence could lie disStill It took her nil aback, when her
today is a small town of less than 20,- pastor.
he young covered
teresting talk on China,
second baby came, to find that he
them.
against
The judge
000 inhabitants. The Arabs called it
people's chorus choir made the
watched over her though far away. j
thereupon resorted to a reconstruction
“Rashid,” believing that Ilaroun-al- church ring with music.
I
I have settled on you my old home,
of the crime. The circus
manager
Rashid founded the old city. A few
Arrangements are being made for
with enough money to live tiiere in
concert in the church had been murdered at a moment when
: miles north of the town a French en- a Christmas
comfort.
Please do It—cities are no i gineer in 1708 discovered the Rosetta Sunday evening, Dec. 26.
he
was
A fine
feeding an Indian monkey
places for young tilings which have stone, a tablet of basalt, with an in- program will be given. All are in- named Scamp.
Starr and his wife
j
vited.
to
were conducted to the cage.
hereditary right
grow up very fine.
scription of the year 136 B. C., dur"Will
o’
Dec.
13.
Wisp
that
Knowledge
The Instant the animal, which had
you and yours are 1 Ing the reign of Ptolemy Eplphanes.
-0-—:
there, safe and happy, is the only The Inscription Is in
shown
much
affection
previously
hieroglyphic, in
North
Brooklin.
that
can make me sure your Inch
tiling
saw
the couple, it
them,
demotic and in Greek. It was finally
tpward_
H.
D.
Dow
a
of time was not spent in vain.”
has returned from
1
broke into a furious rage, throwing
deciphered by Dr. Thomas Young, the
pleasure trip to Boston.
He died a
later.
year
Marcln
itself against the bars of its cagt In
celebrated English scholar, and formed
I
Ralston
Means
has
resumed
emgrieved for him sincerely—but her 1 the key to the reading of the hieroits attempts to attack the Starrs.
with Miss Lucia Peabody.
ployment
gratitude to him was not for his beneFred Cole, after a few days with At a subsequent sitting of the court,
glyphic characters that have revealed
factions, hut fur Joe.
relatives here, has returned to his the monkey was led in and had hardly
so much of the histor.f of the ancient
caught sight of the Starrs when it
world. The Rosetta stone was captnr- business in Rockland.
j
Frank Elliott of Northeast Harbor,
China's Clay Cliff Dwellings.
again flew into a paroxysm of rage.
I ed by the English on the defeat of the
and John Pervear of West Tremont,
When we speak of houses built of
The spectacle produced a great imFrench forces in Egypt, and is now
who spent the hunting season with
clay in the United States, we mean
kept in the Rritlsh museum. In Its friends and relatives here, have re- pression on the court, and, notwithbrick.
Hut along the bnnks of a cer- ! broken condition the tablet measures
standing their emphatic denials, Starr
turned to their homes.
tain river in the Yuman province of ! 3 feet 9
and his wife were judged guilty,—
inches In height, 2 feet 4%
Friends and former pupils of Miss
China the idea is carried out much
North China Herald.
inches in width and 11 Inches in thick- ( Marion Saunders read with interest
more literally, according to the Kan- I
nj «i
the news of her marriage, Nov. 27, to
ness.
sas City Star.
of Little
Deer
There a lofty verTheodore V. Eaton
Pocket Radios,
tical cliff of clay affords homes rent
Isle.
Canada's Coat of Arms.
j
JJuring the war radio outfits Were
free for several hundred people. The
People of this community feel made
so small and light that
Canada’s new coat of arms, which Is
they
deeply grateful to Charles Wood
cliff is a bright yellow, so fine in texnow In the hands of the College of Hercould readily be carried ,n a small
Bond of Boston, and his estimable
ture that a hit of It rubbed between j
alds in London, with Its motto, “A Mari
An
even
more compact apresidents
for aeroplane.
wife, summer
here,
the fingers gives no feeling of grit. It i
paratus has now been devised which
usque ad Mare," naturally gives an op- their generous check received WedIs easily dug out with spades, and a
I portuuit.v to the incorrigible punmaker nesday afternoon, covering half the is trundled about in a wheel chair.
great many cave dwellings have been
to declare It is "ad mirable,” and that ! entire expense of installing the elec-, The antennae consists of a network
excavated In the face of the cliff, overtrie lights in “Bay View hall."
Mr.
of wires forming a square of about a
we “shall see what we shall see.”
It ;
Bond takes an active part in religlooking the river. Some of them are brings out a
point that has often puz- ious affairs here, and people of this foot, which is not even raised above
two aud three stories, the clay being
zled those who speak of the Dominion | community are always glad when he the level of the seat.
The receiving
so tenacious that thick horizontal
laywithout knowing why It should be so and his family arrive and sorry to see
apparatus Is tucked away under the
ers of it furnish a series of floors.
seat. As the chair is wheeled about
It Is said that, wnen it them go.
designated.
Nothing at all like these homes is
Dec. 13.
the boardwalk by the sea, messages
was being
“Xenophon.”
decided'what the various
to be seen anywhere else in the world,
are picked up from ships many miles
colonies that compose the present
It is said.
Scattered over the face of
McKinley.
Canada should be called one of the
j Misses Annie Torrey and Mar- at sea. The operator sits in the chair
the cliff among the cave houses, are
councilors suggested "dominion,” and
"swept by ocean breeze” and listens
quaint buddhlst shrines, with images
guerite Hopkins have returned from
in on all manner of radio
quoted from the seventy-second Psalm. I Boston.
messages
carved out of clay.—New York Suntransmitted from tha_ ships to the
"He shall have dominion from sea to |
Mr. and Mrs. George Miller and
Herald.
sea.”
The motto "A Marl esque ad I daughter have returned to Pennsyl- shore stations, or the other way
Mare” Is not a canting motto, but j vania to live.
Mrs. Miller was for- about, or from one ship to another. It
Truce.
Temporary
Is possible to pick up
echoes the freedom of thought that Is merly Miss Mildred Bragg.
messages from
was
the
worst
of
lot
a
of
Tommy
Plans are being made for a Christ- ships thirty miles or more at sea. The
carried, not only from sea to sea, but I
be
the
Sunvery bad boys at the little village
concert
to
mas
given by
same apparatus
across the sea to the mother country.
may be carried by an
;
school.
At the last
school. Every day he worried the life
meeting automobile or even a
day
—Christian Science Monitor.
bicycle.—Boys’
there were sixty-nine present, while
out of his unfortunate teacher.
Life.
on the previous Sabbath, forty-nine
At last, however, came a day wheft
Rsd Indiana in Pageants.
children and teachers braved the
the teacher thought the ringleader had
“Indians have a great deal of dra- pouring rain.
Safety Firet
repented;
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Seavey, Jr.,
“Ah! Good morning, Mr. Naybur!"
matic ability and express themselves
“Teacher," he said, "I’m going to be
will move into the house formerly ocurbanely saluted J. Fuller Gloom.
with unusual ease In pageant acting.”
a good boy today.”
cupied by Luther Albee.
"Too bad about Itev. Adontram Judsays Miss Delorla, a young Dakota InP. M.
Dec. 13.
“I am very glad to hear It,” smiled
son, wasn’t It?
He was eaten by candian woman who has written and di-o——
teacher. “But why Is that?”
nibals, yon know."
rected a pageant for her people culled
Gott’s Island.
“Well,” said Tommy, as If ashamed
“Really, Mr. Gloom, you surprise
“The Fifty Years’ Trail." The pageant
Mr. and Mrs. William Harding and
of his promise, “I don't feel very well
was given
recently before a convoca- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harding visited me. Pardon me. but don’t you know
today.”—London Answers.
at Bernard Sunday.
anything newer than that?”
tion of the Episcopal ehureh In the
W.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos
Staples
“Yes; several things, in fact. But
West. Pantomimic pageants prove the
One Drop Kills.
winto
Rockland
for
the
have
gone
I have learned by painful experience
best because the Indians know how to
ter.
Tommy (to aviator)—What Is the act better than
that the result of offering information
they know how to use
for
one
School closes Dec. 22,
most deadly poison known?
or
criticism on subjects of contemtheir voices. Miss Delorla, who has week’s vacation.
Miss Austin will
Aviator—Aviation poison.
poraneous Interest is often unpleasant
charge of the activities for Indian visit her home in Brooksville.
much
does
It
take
to
Tommy—How
There will be an entertainment at and sometimes dangerous. I have disgirls of the Y. W. C. A., Is planning
kill a person?
church
Wednesday covered that people are prone to be
other pageants of Indian setting with the Methodist
Aviator—One drop.—Science and Inschool.
prejudiced one way or the other on
prologues In both English and Indian. evening, by the
vention.
"Mrs. Chips, Jr."
Dec. 20.
current matters; therefore, one can-onot be too careful In his selections of
Five English Monarch! "Georgs!."
Can’t look well, eat well.or feel well
The Auditer Regrets.
topics for discussion. For instance, I
Of the English monarchs named
the blood
with impure blood.
Keep
can get a row in a minute
Cholly—There, I’ve told you that I
by declarEat slmGeorge, the first lived 67 years, the
jure with Burdock Bitters.
Isn’t that the sweetest
for or against the League of Nalove you!
second seventy-seven years, the third
>ly, take exercise, keep clean.and good ing
tions, but when I refer to the sad sod
story ever told?
elghty-two years, and the fourth sixty- wealth Is pretty sure to follow. 11.25
of the late Reverend Judson I And al
Polly—But It's old, boy—old, antique eight years.
bottle.—Advt.
King George V Is now
most everybody rendv to agree w'end ancient And, besides. I’ve heard
-Ofifty-five.
me.”
It told much better.—Buffalo Express.
Subscribe for The American.
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breathlessly.

When
the success
or failure of
any day deupon whether
the bowels functionate

pends

properly

or not

You Need

j

j

j

j

j

-■

j

j

The digestion of food
entails the production
of poisons that muct
be eliminated regularly
and thoroughly.
Largest Sale of Any
Medicine in the World
Sold

Brooklin.
Miss Alice Judge and Miss French
have gone to Massachusetts for the
winter.
Mrs. Frank W. Cole and Miss Edna
Smith, who have been in Boston the
past two months, came home Satur-

day.

Schools closed Friday for the holi-

days.

Mr. Urann of Hancock, principal at
the high school, returned to his home
Miss Pendleton, the asSaturday.
sistant, left for her home at Islesboro
to-day.
The many friends of Leonell Flye,
who underwent a surgical operation
at the hospital at Bangor last Tuesday, are glad to know he is improv-

ing.

Little Josephine Herrick is very ill.
Miss Evelyn Gray and Miss Florence Herrick, who have been teaching in Bingham, arrived home Satur-

day.
Miss Myrick of Sandj Point, who
has been teaching
the
primary
school, returned to her home Saturday.
The church aid society held a sale
in the chapel
Wednesday evening.
Net proceeds, $65.
Mrs. L. G. Phillips has returned
home from Camden, where she has
been visiting her parents,
William
Herrick and wife.
Henry Grindell died suddenly at
his home Wednesday evening, after
illness of a few days.
His death
comes as a great shock to the com-

munity.
Alexander G. Bentley of Washington, D. C., was in town last week on
business.
H. D. Crie, commissioner of sea
and shore fisheries, was in town Sat-

urday.
The Parents'-Teachers’ association
held an interesting meeting at the
high school building Thursday eveThe entertainment by the
ning.
pupils in the grades wag especially
fine.
Stephen D. Cousins and wife left
to-day for Tampa, Fla., for the winter.
Rebekah lodge
Center Harbor
elected officers Friday evening as follows:
Mrs. Christine Anderson, N.
G.; Mrs. Grace Andrews, V. G.; Mrs.
Laurel Bridges, secretary; Miss Irene
Wells, treasurer.
Dec. 20.
“Une Femme,'’ 7

]

'**'*

North Orlund.

Friday afternoon, Dec.
the
17,
pupils of Carter school had a Christentertainment and

mas

a

tree.

Each

pupil did his part in decorating the

school room and the tree.
The proRecitations, Arthur Harper
gram:
Christmas
Nellie Hai'per;
song,
Marshall Gray, Norman Gray, Robert
Harper; recitations, Willard YoFkr
Maida White,
Laurence Harper,
Erma
Gray, Laura Clair, Nellie
Harper, Ruth Burgess, George Clair,
Mildred Gray. Laura Clair, Warren
Clair, Maida White, Ruth Burgess,
Madeline York; tree.
The teacher,
Miss Dorothy Mossier of Orrington,
returned to her home Saturday, after
a successful term of seventeen weeks.
Dec. 20.
B.

j

|

everywhere. In boxes, 16c., 25c.

-o-

-o--

Sargentville.
Miss Catherine Sargent, U. of M.
'22, is spending her vacation with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Sargent.
Miss Mary Milliken, who is spending the winter at Sedgwick, spent the

week-end with Mrs. Sarah Grindal.
Kenneth Gray of Cape
Rosier
spent last week in town.
Philip Sargent, a student at the U.
of M., is visiting his grandparents,
Hon. and Mrs. H. W. Sargent
Miss Elsie Chatto is at home from
North Penobscot.
Miss Ruth Perkins is spending her
vacation with her parents at West
Brooksvllle.
George Higgins has returned home
from Cape Rosier.
Dec. 20.
“Sim."
-o-

Tremont,
Mrs. Jacob Kelley visited at Seal
Cove last week.
Capt. John Latty is at home, after
more than a year's absence.
Thomas Farley and Mrs.
Mary
Holmes are ill.
The winter sale and entertainment
of the ladles’ aid society was well attended.
School closes Wednesday tor a ten
days’ vacation. The children will
have a Christmas tree in the afternoon.

Manuel Sprague is
moving his
household goods back to McKinley.
Miss Isabel Clark has had electric
lights installed in her home, also an
electric motor for her artesian well.
Dec. 20.
K.
———o-

Subscribe for The American.
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harmony and effectiveness of action,
and at the same time better prepare
the vice-president to assume the
presidential chair in the unfortunate
event that it should become neces-
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business communications should be
addressed to, and checks and money
made
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to
Hancock
payable

Publishing

Maine.
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have said that credit for bring’the summer school boys back to

iVc
in-

-o-

As an economic move, the suggestion was made some time ago that all
eounty jails in the State be discontinued, except for temporary detention of prisoners, except the jails at

Portland, Augusta. Bangor and Houl- I

A bill with that in view will be j
ton.
introduced at the coming session of ] welcome cordial, and to show it in
material way.
the Slate legislature.

scot salmon has been preserved by
the yearly »ork oi the Orland iiatcuery. but
Commissioner Smith declares that the work done by the government receives little local support
and co-operation, aud teat the fishermen. who are the chief beneficiaries,
demand full market price for brood
salmon and a bonus for
delivering
the fish
in
good condition.
The
eri'-o aekeu has become almost pro-

hibitive, bene; the suggestion that
artificial pro;.a.>,ution of the Penobscot

naluon be discontinued.

Urging rigid
tions for
order to

economy

government
lighten the

in appropriaexpenses In

tax
burden,
Representative Mondell of Wyoming,
republican leader in the House, de-

clared

that

the

total

estimate

of

$4,653,800,000 submitted by the

sec-

retary of the treasury should be reduced by approximately $1,400,000,000.
This reduction, he said, must
be effected chiefly by a drastic scaling down in estimates for the army
and navy and also for sundry civil
expenses, the total of which exceed
current

appropriations

by

$914,-

000,000." Two years after the war.”
he said, “when the world outside our
borders Is largely bankrupt and

everybody is praying for reduction of
armaments, the administration asks
for an appropriation of more than
$1,404,000,000 tor the army, navy
and fortifications, or five and onehalf times the highest peace-time ap-

propriation of 1916.”
-o-

"Vice-President
of
the
United
States" promises to
become more
than an empty title, a job as presid-

j

j

which hastens the movement of cosmopolitan life, is not escaped today
even In the Orient
One needs to
watch her step, when traveling by
steamboat up a languid oriental stream
just as carefully as when hoarding
the subway at Forty-second street
during the rush hour, according to the
report of a Y. YY. C. A. secretary, statinned in Canton. China.
“YY’hen a
wishes
the
to
off
passenger
get
steamboat,” writes this Y. YY. C. A.
secretary, “a shrill whistle is blown to
summon a small* boat to carry her to
*hore.
Then a man carrying a long
bamboo pole with a hook on its end
climbs out on a little ledge on the
side of the steamboat, ready to catch
hold of the boat ns It passes by. The
but
steamboat
slackens
its speed
eery little and passengers need to
step lively’ into the rowboat or they
will
he
left
behind.
Baggage Is
tossed In after them.”

200 Acres, $5000, With

Cows, Automobile,
new mowing maspreader, potato digger,
full
implements, harnesses,
sprayer,
wagons, sleds, largo- quantity hay. enetc.:
silage. stove wood, vegetables,
100 acres loamy tillage. 40 cow spring*
acres
valuable
watered pasture, 40
100
woodland;
apples, other fruit;
I equipped sugar berth :
0-room
good
basement
barn,
! house
convenient
stable, etc.; everything goes for part

easy paynv nts.
Newport. Me.

have an able lieutenant.
Presidentelect Harding called Mr. Coolidge
into consultation at his home in

Marion, O., recently, asking his advice and assistance in the selection
of a cabinet.
Mr. Coolidge was also
invited to be present at all conferof President Harding and his
official family In Washington.
This
ences

is as it should be.
Not only will the
President have the benefit of another
eminently able counsellor, but it will
form a closer link between the President and Congress

and

work

for

W.

H.

Smith.

WANTED.

!i WILD

Doyle.

RABBITS
ALIVE.
Ellsworth Falls. Me.

t
j
|

SECOND-HAND

j

T

A.
O.
Box 111.

K! 'TTE1! WORK HR.
Write or telephone what you have, and
Mrs. William Norris.
Ellsthe price.
Tel. 163-2.
worth.

MALE HELP WANTED.
WANT A
REPRESENTATIVE IN
Spare or
very New England county.
Here’s an opportunity to
full time.
become established in a good paying
A post-card to-day. to F. J.
business.

Manchester,
Rippin.
j will bring full particulars.
manager,

Conn.,

..—--

TO LET
HOUSEFOR
LIGHT
TWO ROOMS
street.
Willow
Inquire
of Mrs. J. H. Bre-.iahan, Ellsworth.

j keeping On

!

AGENTS WANTED.
INTO
BUSINESS—WATKINS137
products sell to every farmer. If you
j own auto or team, can give bond, write
I1 to-day for information where you can
products of
get territory for selling
of
kind in world.
j largest institution
J. R. Watkins,
Twenty million users.
i Co„ Dept. Ill, Winona. Minn.
GET

property.

5.
That the plaintiff has made diligent inquiry, but is unable to ascertain the names of the heirs, devisees or
assigns of said Albert Atkinson and
Phebe R. Atkinson.
WHEREFORE the plaintiff prays
that this honorable court may:
1.
Order such notice as shall seem
meet.
2.
Enter a decree establishing and
declaring the validity, nature and extent of the plaintiff's title.
3.
Grant such other and further relief in the premises as the nature of
the
case
may
require, or to this
honorable court may seem meet and

STATE OF MAINE.
Collector's Advertisement
of Pale of
Lands of Non-Resident Owners.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated In
the town of Sullivan, in the County of
Hancock, for the year 1920.
The following list of taxes on real
estate of non-resident
owners
in the
town of Sullivan aforsaid. for the year
1920. committed to me
for collection
for said town on the
twenty-second
day of April. 1920. rental ns unpaid: and
notice is hereby given
that
if
said
taxes with interest
and
are
charges
not previously paid, so much
of
the
real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay
the amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold without further notice at public auction at
Grange hall in said town, on the first
Monday in February, 1921. at nine
o'clock a. m.
Name of Owner, and DeAin't
scription of Property,
Tax.
Burke. Eva, land bounded on
the north by W. C. R. R., east
fiy town r6&d. south by land
west by
of Wm. Robertson,
land of Wm. Robertson, containing five acres, valued,
$50; buildings, house, valued
$200.
$ 9.00
Duke. Mrs. Edith, No. 1, land
bounded on the north by land
of Mattie Dunbar et als. east
by land of E. H. Smith, south
by Moran cy stream and town
road, wegt by land of Addle
Orcutt.
containing
thirty
acres, val.,
$150:
buildings,
barn, valued. flOO,
9.00
No. 2, land bounded
on
the
nortli by land of Addle Orcutt. east by land of
Addie
Orcutt. south by town
road,
west by land of AJtce F err In.
containing one-fourth
acre,
at
valued
*$5:
buildings,
house, stable. “Morancy Mill
lot.” value $100.
2.78
Moon, Donald L. Land bounded on north by county road,
east by land of Byron Stevens. south by land of heirs
of Moses Hawkins, west by
land of heirs of Moses Hawkins,
one
containing
acre,
value $75: buildings. house,
value $600.
24.30
Osborne. R. W.. land bounded
on the north by c ounty road,
east by
land of
H. A. Holt,
west by land of
D. Bra man,
west by land of heirs of A.
Simpson, containing twelve
acres, value. $100; buildings,
house, value. $900.
16.00
E. F CLAPHAM.
Collector of Taxes
for the
Town
of
Sullivan.
West Sullivan. Dec. 20. 1920.

just.
D.

FEMALE HELP WANTED.

|

[

j

by Wiley C. Conary.
his Attorney.

Solicitor
•

j

_

Catarrh Can Be Cured
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the

Plaintiff.

OF

MAINE.

as:

Supreme Judicial Court.
In Equity.
William Freeman Shoppy
vs.

The heirs of Albert
Atkinson
and
Phebe R. Atkinson, both late of Orland in
id County, deceased. §nd all
other persons claiming under said
Albert Atkinson and Phebe R. Atkinson. and all persons unknown.
In the above entitled suit:
Tt Is ORDERED: It appearing and
being found by the Court that actual
service cannot be made upon the heirs,
or legal representatives of said Albert
Atkinson and Phebe R. Atkinson, or
upon persons unknown or claiming und« r said Albert Atkinson and Pheue R
Atkinson, it is ordered that notice of
the pendency of the above entitled suit
be served upon said respondents as follows (such notice being considered by
the Court most effectual*, to wit: by
posting a true copy of said bill and this
order thereon in the post offee at Orland Hancock County. Maine, and at
the store of Albert R. Buck in said Orland,
being public and conspicuous
places in said town, at least thirty
days before the First Tuesday of February. 1921. and by publishing a true
copy of said bill and this order thereon
three weeks successively in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published in Ellsworth. Hancock County.
Maine
thy last publication to he at
least thirty days before the First Tuesday of February. 1921, that they may
then appear at the Court House In
Ellsworth in our said County of Hancock at ten o'clock in the forenoon of
the said day and then and there to
answer to said bill and abide the
Judement of said Court hereon.
And It is further ordered that said
respondents tile with the Clerk of said
said County of Hancock,
within thirty days after the day above
named for appearance, their demurrer
at,aWir to aald bill. If any
they

Co?*?

ftave0r

Dated Dec. 10. 1920
I.CERE B. DEASY,
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of the Bill in
Equity and
order of Court thereon.
Attest:—T. F. MAHONEY.
S. J. Court.

___Clerk
SIA’IK
as.

UK

HANCOCK

■

Strawberry

for

STATE

HANCOCK

__M

Egg-Laying

Dated this 8th day of November A.
1920.
WILLIAM FREEMAN SHOPPE.

Wiley C. Conary,

—

WANTED
AND
GIRLS
WOMEN
| daily year around for all kind of
reliable
for
hotel work; aJso cooks
hotels.
Girls for nice private families
school committee, to vacate a contract. I and* housekeepers
Apply to Maine
I
I being an authority given to those whV I Hotel Agency. 47 Main St.. Bangor. Me.
j represent one party only, must be
strictly pursued according to the proSPECIAL NOTICES.
visions of the statute to have that efCAUTION.
I feet.
Having this day given my minor son.
The statute in
question authorizes Irving M. Bridges, his time. I shall not
hereinafter claim any sum or sums due
the dismissal of a teacher
twro
upon
him as wages or otherwise, nor shall 1
grounds
Unfitness to teach, and failbe responsible for the payment of any
ure of practical success in the work of
debts by him contracted.
SIDNEY F. BRIDGES.
the school, rendering the teacher's serEllsworth, Me.. Dec. 16 1920.
vices unprofitable to the school.
The
first may be apparent either before or
ANNUAL
MEETING.
after the work of the school has begun;
The annual meeting of
the
stockholders of the Union River Telephone
but failure of practical success in the
Co. will be held on Monday, the Sevenwork of the school can only become apteenth day of January.
1921.
at
the
parent after the work has actually beoffice of the clerk
in
Aurora,
at 10
o’clock a. m., for the purpose of electgun.
ing a board of directors for the ensuThe action of the committee in the
ing year, and transacting any other
instant case cannot be sustained.
The
business which may legally come beSTATE OF MAINE.
fore said meeting.
fitness of the plaintiff
to
teach
the
Collector’s Advertisement
of Sale of
A. J. SILSBY. Clerk.
school is conceded; she should have had
Lands of Non-Resident Owners.
Dated. December 21. 1920.
the opportunity to show practical sucUnpaid taxes on lands situated in
the town of Penobscot, in the County
cess in the school w'ork.
PAUPER NOTICE.
HAVING CONTRACTED WITH THE of Hancock for the year 1920.
Furthermore the action of the comThe following list of taxes on real
city of Ellsworth to support and «*are
mittee can only be taken “after due
estate of non-resident
owners
in the
for those who may need assistance
notice and investigation.”
The stateduring five yeais beginning Jaw 1 i town of Penobscot aforesaid, for the
I year 1920. committed to me for oolleeI ment in the record before the court is 1920. and are legal residents of a*J1sworth.
I forbid all persons trusting , tion for said town on the twelfth day
insufficient as notice to the plaintiff of
them on my account, as there Is plenty i of May. 1920. remains unpaid; and
the object of the meeting at which aco# room and accommodations to »*»r« | notice is hereby given that if said taxes
for them at the City Farm house.
; with interest and charges arc not
I tion was taken dismissing her.
previously paid, so much of the real esR. CARLISLE
Judgment for the plaintiff for $440
! tate taxed as is sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor, including interest
with interest from the date of the
j
FORECLOSURE OF MORTGAGE.
and charges.
will be
sold
without
writ.
Whereas
Milton Rodick of Eden, in
auction
at
the County of Hancock and State of further notice at public
Town
hall
in
said
the first
town, on
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
Monday in February. 1921. at nine
Contest.
July 6. A. D.
1910, and recorded In
o'clock a. m.
Hancock County, Maine,
registry of
Mrs. iistella Stratton of Hancock, deeds,
Amt of
book 472, page 242, conveyed to
winner of the State championship in Horace D. Joy. then
tax due
of said Eden, the
Including
last winter's egg-laying
contest, is real estate hereinafter described and
Nam*'
of
Owner. l> scripInt. and
the leader for the first month in this which said mortgage was assigned to
tlon of Property.
me. the undersigned. Harriet Shaw of
charges,
Her pen of twenty- liar Harbor.
year s contest.
In said County of Han- George Warren est. part of lot
80,
five Rhode Island Reds laid 472 eggs cock
$ 9.10
of
by
assignment
mortgage
34.IQ
Decamber 1. A. D 1920. and re- William. Bowden, house and lot.
during November. She has a very dated
corded in book 556, page 4 00 of Said Raymond Bowden, part of Mary
narrow margin over Reuben Lowe of
A. Gray est,
3.35
registry the description in said mort13. JU WARDWEU..
North Shapleigh, whose White Wyan- gage dead being as follows:
Collector of Taxes for the Town of
A certain Jot or parcel of land situdottes laid 470 eggs.
The third in
Penobscot.
jittjd in the village of Bar Harbor, in
the contest fell twenty-seven behind said Eden (now
Dec. 20, ia20.
town of Bar Harbor) !
this, while only one other of the and described as follows, to wit: Lot
STATE OF MAINE.
1 twenty-five
contestants were above No. 20 (Twenty) on Plan of Land on Collector's Advertisement of Sale
of
Strawberry Hill, pRar Harbor. Maine.
400.
Rands
of Non-Resident Owners.
1909. as made by Edgar T. Ix>rd. Civil
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in
-oEngineer. Bar Harbor and to be rethe town of Verona, in the County of
corded in Hancock County. Maine, regIntelligent Parrot.
istry of deeds, to which plan and record Hancock, for the year ending 1920.
Ti>e following list of taxes on real
reference
is
hereby expressly
Locke's "i-ssay on the Human (Jn- thereof,
made.
Together with a right of wav. estate of non-resident owners In the
refers to a parrot which
i
for all purposes of a way, from said town of Verona aforesaid, for the year
lot to Cromw’ell Harbor Road over the 1920, committed to me for collection for
had the faculty for answering quessaid town on the first day of July, 1920,
way shown on said plan ahd known as
U lieu Hie governor of
I thins sensibly.
the
Hill Road.
Said way remains unpaid; and notice is hereby
to be held and enjoyed in common by 8lwn that if said taxes with interest
Brazil was introduced to it he asked
the Grantee and all other persons law- and charges are not previously paid, so
the bird:
“What do you do here?” fully entitled to rights therein,
and much of the real estate taxed as is suf“i look after chickens.’’ was the
subject to all public rights therein;” ficient to pay the amount due therefor,
ready and
whereas the conditions
of
said including interest and charges, will be
“You look after chickens?”
i rep'y.
mortgage have been hroken and are sold without further notice at public
now
broken and unperformed, now. auction at the schoolhouse in District
| roared the governor, with a burst of therefore,
by reason of the breach of No. 1 In said town, on the first Monday
Yes.” retorted the bird,
I laughter.
the conditions thereof, I claim a forein February. 1921, at nine
o’clock a. m.
"ami I know how to do it." at the suute closure of said mortgage and give this
Amt. pf
notice for that purpose.
tax due
: time clucking like a
hen.
broody
HARRIET SHAW.
including
vr
Name of Owners, DescripBy Chas. H. Wood,
int. and
her attorney duly authorized.
tlon of Property.
charges
< Heirs
Pated December 9. A. D. 1920.
of Joshua
Abbott, ten
acres of woodland.
$ 3.22
Mrs. Vina McKinnon, two cotiB a local disease
1
greatly influtages and lots.
by con®,ltutional conditions.
CARDS.
12 19
It
i
R E. GREY,
requires constitutional treatCollector of Taxes for the Town of
MEDICINE
ALICE H. SCOTT,
Verona.
tnternahy and acta through
the Blood on the
Verona. December 18, 1920.
Mucous Surfaoes of
Specialty made of
HALL'S CATARRH TYPEWRITING.
ACCOUNTING AND
destroys the foundation of
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK
the
*’ the Pa'lent
strength
by
mmrovw
Agent
Union
Safe
Deposit A Trust Co
‘toPtovink the general health and assists
of Portland, fo* furnishing
*
nature in doing its work.
Probate (■
and Surety Bonds.
AH Druggists. Clrcuiar.
Agent Oliver Type- !
free.
writer.
Typewriter supplies.
F. J. Chaney a Co..
;
Toledo. Ohio.
No. 1 School St.. Ellsworth. Me.

ing officer of the Senate and a shelf
presidential aspirants.
Presi- deistnuding
dent
Harding seems disposed to |
make good the
campaign promise
tfyat the vice-president shall have a i
real share In the administrative affairs of the government, and in Cal- |
vin Coolidge of Massachusetts he will
for

manure

cash,

—

I Town of Bucksport Mast Pay Dismissed Teacher.
The law court Thursday handed
down a rescript in the case of Lucinia
Heath Hopkins vs. the Inhabitants of
Bucksport. giving judgment for the
for $440 with interest from
I plaintiff
the date of the writ.
The rescript,
drawn by Associate
Justice John A. Morrill
is as fol| lows:
The authority given by R. S. chapter
16. 8tc. :16, par. 111. to a superintending

10 Holstein

Pair 3000 lb. horses,

chine.

The
heirs
of
Albert
Atkinson
and
Phebe K. Atkinson, both late of Orland, in said County, deceased, and
all other persons claiming under said
Albert Atkinson and Phebe R. Atkinson. and all persons unknown.
William Freeman Shoppe of Bozeman.
State
of
Montana,
complains
against the heirs of Albert Atkinson
and Phebe R. Atkinson, both late of
Orland in said County of Hancock, deceased, and all other persons unknown,
claiming bv descent purchase or otherwise, by. through or under the said Albert Atkinson and Phebe R. Atkinson,
deceased, and says:
3.
That the plaintiff is the owner in
fee simple and in possession of a certain lot or parcel of land with the
buildings thereon, situated in said Orland. and bounded and described as follows. to wit: Lot Number Ninety-five
(95) according to the plan and survey
of said Orland. and contains one hundred acres, more or tesu.
Said lot is
subject to the righs of ftowage if any.
and being particularly described as follows:
Beginning on the Range line at
a spotted poplar tree and bunch of mapie trees and cedar stake about ten
rods northerly of Hothoie Pond, so
< ailed; thence
northerly on said Range
line about one hundred and thirty rods
to a stake and stones; thence easterly
on spotted line about seventy rods to
edge of field; thence northerly at right
angles to last line twenty rods more or
less to stake and stones at the edge of
woods and land of Norris Ginn; thence
easterly at right angles to the last
line ninety rods more or less to the
Range line; thence southerly by said
Range line one hundred and fifty rods:
thence westerly at right angles to said
Range line about one hundred sixtyrods tc place of beginning.
2.
The plaintiff and
those
under
whom he claims have been In open, notorious. exclusive, continued and uninterrupted possession of said premises
for more than four years next prior
to the filing of this bill, to
wit. for
more than twenty years, claiming an
estate in freehold therein, to wit; an
estate in fee
simple.
3.
The
defendants claim
or
may
claim as heirs, devisees, or assigns of
said Albert Atkinson and Phebe R. At«ome
kinson.
right, title, interest or
estate in the premises herein above
described, that their claim cannot be
met by the plaintiff without the production of evidence.
4.
That said claim or possibility of
claim creates a cloud upon the title of
the plaintiff to said real estate and depreciates the market value of said

Name of Owner. P» scripint. and
tlon of Property.
charges.
Acadia Wild Cardens of (Geo.
B. Dorr. Bar
Harbor.
Me..)
land from R. H. B. Fernald.
known as the Kennedy lot,
being of a lot 105. see reg.
deeds, vol.
535.
523.
page
Land from K. Leon Higgins.
119.5^
Deasv * Higgins. F.a.r Harbor.
Me., land bounded north
by
and
Farnsworth,
Holmes
west
Bickford,
by Lillian
south by Harpy Jordan and
Lillian
Bickford, east
by
road.
12.17
Farrow.
William.
Rockland.
lot »at
Me.,
Harbor,
.Ship
bounded
north
R.
by R
Clark and others, south by
shore, west by
town
line,
east by said Clark.
5.14
Lottie
B..
Hall
Hodgdon.
bounded
Quarry. Me., land
north by C. E. Cook, east by
road, sou til by heirs of Edgar Robbins, west
by land
of Lillie S. Robbins.
7.65
King. Arno W., heirs of. Ellsone
worth. Me.,
undivided
one-fourth
of
ten
acres,
hounded north
by
private
way. east by .1. A. Somes and
Eben Richardson, south by
A. E. Farnsworth,
west
by
land of heirs of J. A. Free8.65
man.
Tucker.
Alice
M..
Wellesley.
Mass., one-ninth of the Ernelint Fisk
Est..
lot
No.
t.
bounded southeast by estate
of
Cameron
and
George
shore, northeast
by land of
Mattie B. Fincke. northwest
southwest
road.
by
by
woodland,
private
way
northwest of road to Fernald
Point.
7.98
WILLIAM R. KEENE.
Collector of Taxes
for the Town
of
Southwest Harbor. Me.
December 20. 1920.

0

Court

v*.

including

_

_„_

reau may find it necessary to stop the
artificial
propagation of Atlantic
salmon at the Craig Brook hatchery.
There is little doubt that the Penob-

|

a

Fellows for Attorney-General.
If we can only hang on j
Oh, boy!
North Penobscot, Dec. 9, 1920.
Here is a man who \
until 1925!
To the Editor of The American:
claims to have found in the bible that
I am glad to learn that the candiafter 1925 there will be no more; dacy
of
Raymond
Fellows
for
progressing fadeath, no more sickness, no more attorney-general is
vorably. It is the policy of the redoctors, no more undertakers, no publican
party, I believe, to encourmore profiteers. Everybody then liv- age the election of
worthy young men
ing will he restored to perpetual for office.
Mr. Fellows is a native of Hancock
youth. Bald beads will disappear,
has had nearly twelve years
and false teeth will be relegated to county,
of successful
law
practice, stands
the ash-can.
And only five years to well at the bar and with the
people,
wait!
and has reached an age when his
-oambition and ability are ripe for the
)
Candles and curtains are a danger- best future service.
Four years ago he was a candious
combination.
The
National
date for the office, and on the sixth
Beard of Fire Underwriters charac- ballot came within tw^o votes
of an
terizes ac "insane” and a "highly dan- election,
all
defeated
distancing
showing his popuof sentimentality"
the candidates and
gerous bit
at that time,
though quite
Christmas suggestion recently ad- larity
young for an office of so great imvanced
of
“a
candle portance.
lighted
in every w indow." based
the
Bangor, the commercial and poupon
old tradition that the lighted candle litical center of eastern Maine, which
is Mr. Fellows' present residence.
would guide the Babe of Bethlehem j
; has not furnished an attorney-general
to your home and oring you happifor forty-seven years.
ness.
It is a pretty superstition, but
J. M. Hutchins.
-odangerous in its observance.
TEACHER WINS SI IT.
-—o-*salmon

Collector's

Giving Her Fair Warning.
times, that Ellsworth could meet the
I John had just been reprimanded by
necessary conditions for a larger his mother for someth in: he had
done,
school, for they place a high value on
he went into the bedroom where
[when
the environment to be found here. ! his new little baby 8isr**r was
lying In
We do not forget, either, those new- her crib. His mother overheard him
|
ly-made friends ot Ellsworth, the say: “S'Mcr. you ought to go back
boys who were here last summer, where you came from: you *an’t do
who from first to last have been en- anything you want to do here.”
thusiastic "boosters" for Ellsworth.
FOR SALE.
It is up to Ellsworth now to make it

tV'ncr to do with it,

river

!

latty, who. while working conscientiously for the good of the ^chooi j
were hoping, almost against hope at

■

Are the Penobscot

|

I

Ellsworth belongs to the mothers.
We have a suspicion, however, that
s;
of the daughters have some-

fishermen killing the goose that lays
the golden eggs?
That would seem
to be the inference from the anuual
report of the United States commissioner of fisheries, who says the bu-

I

that it is coming gives
pleasure to all. and gratification-es- i
pecially to those who have worked to I
this end.
As we said last week, the j
lion’s share of credit should go to
tt
women, bu» Ellsworth s indebted
also to Dean Lord and Director Be- :

Ellsworth,

Co..

I

nouncement

or

County

Christmas

greeting Ellsworth will receive this
year is that contained in the announcement in The American to-day
that the B. U. boys are coming to
Ellsworth again next year.
No one
who attended the last meeting of the
board of trade could doubt the unanimity of the people of Ellsworth in
the desire for the school, and the an-

Manager.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
Oil

-omost
welcome

STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OF HANCOCK, as.
Supreme Judicial
In Equity.
William Freeman Shoppe

STATE OF MAINE.
of Sale of
Advertisement
Lands of Non-Resident Owners.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated In
the town of Southwest Harbor, in the
County of Hancock, for the year 1920.
The following: list of taxes on real
estate of non-resident owners
In the
town of Southwest Harbor
aforesaid,
for the year 1920. committed to me for
collection for said town on the eighth
day of May, 1920. remains unpaid; and
notice is hereby
given that if said
taxes with interest and charges are not
previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the
amount due Uv* refer. Including interest
and
charges, will be sold without
further notice at public auction at Mathe first
sonic hall in said town
on
at
nine
Monday in February. 1921.
o'clock a. m.
Amt. of

Stepping Lively in the Orient
familiar “step lively” of the
subway conductor and policeman,
The

j

j
j

.maim:.

At a probate court held at
Ellsworth,
in and for said county of Hancock, on
the seveuth day
of December
in the
year of our Lord one thousand
nine
hundred and twenty.
A certain instrument
to
purporting
be a ''oDyofti-e last will and
testament
of ohn R. D ivies, senior, late of Philadelphia. in
he county of Philadelphia,
and state ot
Pennsylvania, deceased,
th
probate thereof in said state
of Pennsylvania,
duly authenticated,
having been presented to the judge of
probate for our said County of Hancock tor the purpose of .being allowed,
filed and
in the probate court
of our said County of Hancock.
ORDERED. That notice thereof be
given to all persons interested therein by publishing a cooy of this orthrc* weeks
success:v.-|y in The
a
newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said County of
Hancock
to
prur
the
fourth
“a>
January.
AD.
1W21.
that
they
may
annear
Court th«:i to be held »:
Ellsworth, in and for said County of
Hancock, at ten o*clock
the forenoon.
and show cause.
»
thev
any
9
against the same
BERTRAND E. CLARK,

receded

Jz}!8?’’American.
Vs

haj-e.
A

'ulgeol Probate.

true copv.
Attest
ROBERT P.

_

KINO.
Register.

,?ecember

l9' ^ D. 1920.

having been
^’e- the, undersigned,
Berty,po,in'£d
,b>; th£ofHonorable
C
Judire
Probate within

rand

rak'
8lHd decide
1ca',Jnt>r- commissioners
and
upon the

to
recei\e
claims of
of
° Emery late
*
°r.
deceased,
county,
van* n,8aid
whose estate
has been represented inhereby give
public notice
the order of the said
Probate that six months from
November 2«. 1920. have been
allowed to said creditors to present and
their claims, and that we will attend to the duty assigned us at the ofof
& Crabtree, Ellsworth.
Maine on Friday. January seven, nineamt twenty-one. and on
twenty-three, nineteen
nundred and twenty-one. at 2.30 of the
clock in the afternoon of each of said

of%Vmditor^

f,f/»eab4ry
afbef
prove
?f«i
p*l*rs
«fn^hunt!.rge<1

day*.

HARRY
FRANK

t. CRABTREE

it. OAYNOR.
Commissioners.

Subscribe tor The Amsriean.
12-00 a Year

namedh

ofDecsmh.?^thCu?» A .ln
hrVn

dJ,OUri>2*
haem?
Tr*
thf.

hee»v.r'u#®o

m?by
a*
Sr,

IntereMed0'

a'new.monJn

inmSXSSSS

Jou«h

t'd'h11
?au»
ctniu1

forenoon

l2t i?n
two.'

hJ...

rA'-S'

Brimmerf

S”'**

Calvin Beach. late of
Penobscot n
said county, deceased.
A
strument purporting to bo
the
and testament of said
geth. r
with
petition
for
u,e
bert K Leach, executor
without
Ing bond, presented by Eimn, u
MLeach, widow of said deceased
Josephine S. Hutchins, late of OrEns

certam'’
lAJA JS:

fAefS' ,,l,u ,for

deceased'
Ai
Ar,',
hPPoIntmer.fof A'
eti'

«»r&
ot

W^StjSSSS/^
*°n

deceased*'

™

Samuel V. Patten, late of Penohm-n.
In said county deceased.
Petitioii

Suit!'

Fremont B. Patten or some othe r
hie person be appointed
or the estate of said
deceased
rented by Fremont it. Patten an
and next of kin of said
deceased
George W. Morey, late of Camine ln
said county,
deceased.
Petition
Arthur G. Morey or some other
sultabl,
person be appointed administrator ‘
the estate of said
deceased. wlthom
giving bond, presented by Charles
«°f«y- “on and heir-at-law of said
de-

administrate

thi?
a'

Edward M. Curtis. late of
Surry in
said county
deceased.
Petition that
Edward E. Curtis or some other
sulta.
ble person be appointed
administrator
of the estate of said
deceased,
Edward K Curtls- "on of

pre'

Safd

deceased?

Delia H. Allen, late of Sedgwick
n
said county, deceased.
First and
account of Henry W. Sargent
administrator. filed for settlement

finAA

\*

/.uico

n

folk
Virginia,
deceased'
final account of
Henning F« rnstrom
executor filed for settlement
Jennie S. Arey. late of
Bucksport in
said county deceased.
First and rina
account of Frank H. Arey. administrator. filed for settlement.
Caroline F. Ginn, late of Bucksoort
in said county,
deceased
First
count of Theodore H. Smith
fued for settlement.
Kben G. Preble, late of Sullivan in
said county, deceased.
First and tinal
account of Josephine H. Prebh
utrix. filed for settlement.
Annie M. McKay, late of Bar Harbor
in said county, deceased.
First
and
final
account
of
Abram
«; i: ;>.xtri«-k
executor, filed for settlement
P.
George
Haven, late of Han. o k in!
said county, deceased.
First and r nd
account of George F. Merchant.
tor. filed for settlement.
Maria W. Lowell, late .f
In said county, deceased.
T.ur ! an i
last account of Mary A. Patch, oxe. utrix. filed for settlement.
Jlobcrt
E,
lair of Mount
Desert. In said county, deeea.
k rand final account of 0. R Wood, administrator. filed for settlement.
Caroline T. H. Somes late of Mount
Desert, in said county, deceased, First
and final account of Fred H. Somes adininistrator. filed for scttletn- t
Charles H. Dow and Ait.i k Dow
minors, of Southwest Harbor, in said
county. Petition filed by Ames Dow.
guardian, fof license to sell certain rea!
estate
of said
sitmu-d
minors,
in
Tremont, in said countV. and more
raBv described in said petition.
■*
Flora E. York, a person of
nl
mind of Hancock, in said county
Pe*
tltion filed by Lillie York Chamb.-riain
for
guardian,
license to a. !l
er;
r.-al
estate of said Flora E. York
I
in St. George. Knox countv n
or
Maine, and more fully des.-ribed in said

‘First ‘mil

-\VooU,_

petition.

Pearl S. Parker, late of Bluehii!. in
said county, deceased.
Fir*’
•! fV i
account or Fannie H. Parker, .-x.vutrix. filed for settlement.
Fanny Brldgham. late of K t Providence. Rhode Island
d*
Petition filed by Charles L*. (.'ar:
t; 1
Edward J. Han.-y, executors
iast
will and testament of said
ased.
that the amount of the Inherit*'.
tax
on the estate of said de<
c
de;(s
termined by the judge of probate.
Charles E. Daniels, late of liar HarK.rst
bor. in said county, deems* .1
and final account of Augusta Daniels,
administratrix, filed for settlement.
f .Sub: an
William O. Emery, late
in said county, dec-eased,
Petition tiled
by Edmond J. Walsh, administrator d.
b. n. for license to sell certain r-a estate of said deceased, situat- ■! in Sullivan and Sorrento, both in said Hancock
county, and more fully described in
said petition.
Richard W. Haynes, late of Bar HarFirst
bor. In said county, deceas'd
and final account of Walter H. Hayne*.
administrator, filed for settlement.
Witness Bertrand F Olar
said
Court at Ellsworth this fourteenth day of December in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred
and twenty.
ROBERT P. KING. Register.
A true copy.
Attest:
ROBERT P. KING.
<

Register

SHERIFF’S SAKE.
STATE OF MAINE

HANCOCK

ss

o' DeTaken on this fifteenth day
v
ution
an
cember A. D. 1920
upon
Issued
I~>
1920,
A.
dated December 13,
on a
judgment rendered by t!i« I-Hsworth municipal court in and tor saia
County of Hancock at the term "
at F'iis*' *rtP
court begun
held
and
within and for said county on the first
Tuesday of December. A. D. 192" whleft
msaid judgment was so render- -1 P»>er 10. A. D. 1920, in which judgment
and execution the Inhabitants of tne
town of Tremont. a municipal corporation in said county and State, is creditor and Thomas Watson Walls at saia
Tremont is debtor, and which
tion in favor of said inhabitants of tne
town of Trt-moni and ^gainst
or
Thomas Watson Walls for the sum or
seven dollars and eighty cents dent
c<-nw
ten
damage, and nine dollars and[
costs of suit
(together with fifteen
cents
for said executiot’ 'vr,P
more
o
runs against the goods and estate
said Thomas Watson Walls and alio
al‘
ot
against the Undivided shares
heirs in the estate of John WaL
of said Tremont. deceased, the following real estate as the property of saia
Thomas Watson
Walls and of ad
other heirs-at-law
owning uhdivlaea
shares in the estate of said John 'van
deceased, to wit: A ceralniot or ParcP
o
of land at Seal Cove in said town
follows,
Tremont
as
described
o
Bounded on the south by the sea
the west by land formerly of Madiso
Butler, on the north by land
of John Farrell and on the east by
formerly of George Butler, containing
less
some thirty acres more or
J
buildings thereon in which said
And I BbaiLt.
Walls formerly lived.
»
al
office
public auction sale at the
& Hamlin, in said Ellsworth. <>"
ft
the fourteenth day of January, A1921. at eleven o’clock in the
ntai
to satisfy said execution and inciaen ^
charges, sell said real estate tak
aforesaid and an * jd
execution as
th
right, title and Interest which tn
f
Thomas Watson Walls and all
,jg
said
of
helrs-at-law
bad
or
same,
have In and to the
p
twenty-eighth day of September,
o.‘
1920. at 10 hours. 20 minutes
n
clock in the forenoon (the
Jnal
o
the same was attached on the
writ in the action In wblch th J ^
ment upon which said execution

^

yedi-

JJJ

r0*»I»SI0SERS' lOTKA
HANCOCK

STATE Of
IAIME.
To »U persona tnu
ested m „i,h
the estates hereinafter
r of
At a probate court
held
In and for the County of at En,«
*?#rth
the fourteenth
0,1
day
year of our 1-or.f one
hundred and twenty »M
nln«
ment from
the seventh
day
December A. D. 1920 term of
*»I4
The
following matters
presented
for
b‘<«
the
action
hereinafter indicated. it is
ORDERED: That notice
given to all
persons
causing a ropy of this order to
three weeks successive* * HybEllsworth American,
h*
lished at Ellsworth
,h,t
they may appear at a nrohni.
be held at Ellsworth
t0
on
the
,
e
day of January A. D
of the clock in the
heard thereon if they see
b'
Mariam E. Jordan, late of
Mirtavin
in said county, deceased.
A
strument purporting to be
the
and testament of. said
f will
'°‘
gether
with
petition
for
thereof and for the
appointment
executor without giving
bond
by G.orge w.
executor there.
in named.

v‘5n

}

FJ‘d

nthe

tjm

t-t

M

(

rt“d'r^ATlD

Sheriff

W

WESCOTT,

HnncocKp( said County of

The engagement will terminate
Mr. Bridges
ear*' wedding.
in charge ot the United
was formerly
Board
school
of turstates Shipping
at Carnegie tech.
am,. engineering
_Pittsburgh Post.

•

an

to'the

The meeting of the woman’s club
from next Tueshas been postponed
to the next regular meeting day.
January 11-

of

Brief report on
sneciui
offering for children's fund. Sunday
school at 11.45. Evening meeting at
'j go. Services at Trenton in afternoon at 2.30.
sermon.

shocked to
The
this morning, after
learn of the death
illness of pneumonia, of Elisc„ 8hort
Moore

of

On Wednesday evening, Dec. 29. a
hy
sixty-four
lecture, illustrated
lantern Itdes, will be given by Rev.
at
.Jones
the
T.
Unitarian
George
of
the
vestry, under the auspices
Pnitv club. This lecture covers the
Pilgrims,
history of the -Plymouth
with pictures of places and persons of
in
Leyden
and PlyScrooby,
interest
mouth. It is of particular interest at
this time, as it was during tills same
week, following Christmas, 300 years
ago that the Pilgrims were building
their first log huts and founding their
/
real home. Plymouth.

East Sullivan.
Miss Doris Hatch is home from
Shawinut for the Christmas vacation.
She will resume teaching after the

-o———

A Challenge.
The "Fighting Five” a picked team
whom
are
in Bar Harbor, most of
sophomores, challenge the freshman
class of Ellsworth
or sophomore
to two games of basketball, one to be
the
other at Bar HarEllsworth,
at
No high school first team men
bor.
are eligible to play in these games.
Show some
Answer, sophomores.
Address
bor. Me.

holidays.

-o-

Custom of Wearing Shoes.
sandal, the curliest and slmplcst shoe, was known hy the most
primitive races and was certainly
worn hy the ancient
Egyptians. The
Hittites wore shoes, often with gaiters
above to protect the ankle and calf
of the leg.

p

---

Misses Rena Urann and Sybil Bean
home
for the
holidays from
Keene. N. H., normal school.
Mrs. John Bean and Mrs. Harry
Urann are home from West Ringe
N. H.
Marcus L. Urann is making a brief
pre-Christmas visit at his old home.
Mrs E. E. Bragdon writes from
Cocoa. Fla., that she is enjoying the
oranges and grapefruit, of which
there is an abundance.
Miss Helen Hill has returned from
.1
visit in Augusta, where she was delightfully entertained at Dr. George
and Bernice Smith Patten's, also at
Mrs. Agnes Patten Moody’s.
The Christmas festival will be at
the- church at 7.30 Christmas eve.
Charles I.. Pettee of Boston visited
his sister. Mrs. H. E. Joy. recently,
Dec, 21,H,
are

Richard Willey, Bar Har-

Tlic

|!
I

|
j

**

^sms ^;v? &&<■,,

CHRISTMAS DINNER
complete without

is not

a

brick of

Harlequin Ice-Cream
Put up in quart and pint bricks

F. &. H.

LINNEHAN,

...

rw

I AM JUST OPENING AN

Automobile Repair Shop
Franklin Street, next to the Fire Station, in the L. H. Mosley
Tire Repair Shop. If you have trouble with your car, call
and give me a try. I will give you a square deal and guarantee all my work.
If work is not done right, you do not
have to pay for it.

A. F. GRINDLE

We have

a

large supply

of

Nuts, Candy, Sweet Oranges
For Christmas
OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT

GEORGE

MASON, BLUEHILL, MAINE

WILLIAMS’ LUNCH ROOM
BLUEHILL, MAINE
MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL

Saturday’s

Picture

--

Mutiny of the Elsinore

SILVY & HAMILTON
ELLSWORTH, MAINE

Agents for Studebaker Cars
Public Auto
Telephones:

Everett W. Lord, Dean

Accepts

with pleasure
of the Citizens of
for
and

Day and Night Service
Residence 156-3.

Garage 223

coming to
R.

a

the

hospitable

Ellsworth
Summer Session in

to

invitation
return

1921

wishes all its friends in Maine

A

J>e

brother, Edward Smith ot BlueMr. and Mrs. Moore left Ellsl,i]l.
worth about eleven years ago.
one

pep!

of Business Administration
of Boston University

'’,ete.

Seattle. Wash., formerly of Ellsworth
She leaves beside her husPalls
band two sons, Eric and Gerald, and

Christmas
Merry
The
College

b,1j'dinS

was

wife of Martin M.

!

de-

comfortable opera chairs
seating 450
pleasing interior decorations of two
tones of green and
cream,a warm and
comfortable-room, good air, a roomy
iobby and convenient toilet rooms.
was designed and
hm t by Albert N.
Merrill, whose experience in this line enabled
him to
produce a most attractive and combieture home. The wiring of
the building was done
by J F Studer. and necessitated much
special
work.
The lighting, by four
large
indirect-light globes, is pleasing.’
Something of a metropolitan air wili
given to Postofflce square by the
bank of fifteen electric
lights’over
the portico of the theatre
The
building, complete, has been transferred by Mr. Merrill to the
Dirigo
Theatre Co.
The opening picture, "The Great
Redeemer," is one of the greatest
photoplays of the year, and establishes a standard for the Dirigo that
places it on a par with the picture
houses of many of the larger cities.
The program for the coming, week,
announced elsewhere, indicates the
determination of the Dirigo to maintain this standard.

Services at the Baptist church next
Sunday at 10.30. New music and

alieth,

surprised

FALLS.
I

wupr?88,orl8
light with
the new theatre.
The patrons found a
modern and
attractive picture house, witli
roomy,

jjaj

community

ELLSWORTH

Ellsworth’s New Picture
Theatrp
Opened to I’nbR,. To-day.
The Dirigp,
Ellsworth’s new nictiire theatre, opened its
doors
public for the first time
to-day at a
matinee performance.
The' house
was filled.
On every hand were

vp
in

————————

AT THE DIRIGO.

affairs

LOCAL

Happy New Year

Ellsworth.

IX

ELLSWORTH CHURCHES.

A pretty wedding took place Friday afternoon at the home of Mr. and

Mrs. A. W. Ellis, in the presence of
relatives, when George Wilson
Christie and Miss Blanche Marie McFarland were married by Rev. R. B.
Mathews.
The single-ring service
was used.
The couple was unattended ekcept by little Miss Helen Loweree
as
flower girl.
Mrs. Christie
Is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
David M. MpFarland of Hancock, a
graduate of the Ellsworth high
school, class of 1920. She is popular in her home town, and has many
friends here.
Mr. Christie is the
son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Christie of Lamoine, and has many
warm friends here.
The house was
tastefully decorated. The newlyweds received many gifts from their
admiring friends. They are enjoying a short wedding trip in the western
part of the State, after which
they will return to Ellsworth Falls.
Mrs. Asa C. Flood returned home
Monday from a visit of several weeks
with her daughter, Mrs. Walter B.
Cram, in Watertown, Mass.
The annual Christmas tree ana
concert will be held in the vestry
Christmas
eve,
7
beginning at
o’clock.
All in the community are
cordially invited to join in making
the tree a success.
Those having
presents to put on the tree are asked
to bring them Friday afternoon up to
7 o’clock, and the committee in
charge will take care of them.
Samuel Candage and wife of Seal
Harbor were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
A. W. Ellis Friday.
Mrs. Augusta Black and son Clarence, of Bangor, were here one day
last week on their way home from
a visit at Otis.
Mps. Warren Jordan of Brewer
was here from Saturday until Tuesday, called by the sudden illness of
her mother, Mrs. Charles Lynch.
Walter Grindle and wife have returned from a visit at Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. M. H. Haynes and
son
Robert are home from Cambridge, Mass., for the holidays.
Rev. Henry W. Conley went to
Seal Harbor last Saturday to conduct
services Sunday.
Albert C. Cottle and family are
spending two weeks at their camp
at Patten’s pond.
Whitcomb, Haynes & Whitney have
sent a crew to Seal Cove, in charge of
John H. Cook, to begin the winter’s
cutting of logs.
Mrs. Simon Lake spent a part of
last week at North Ellsworth with
her daughter, Mrs. Elmer DeWitt.
near

1. Summer School Will ?>e Here Usual
Christmas Observances
by
Again Next Year.
Churches anil Sunday Schools.
The summer school of the
The churches and Sunday schools
College
of Business Administration of Boston Of
Ellsworth will observe the Christuniversity will be held in Ellsworth mas season in the usual manner, witli
arain next year.
This is the good special services and music.
news for Ellsworth contained in a
BAPTIST CHURCH.
Christmas greeting and announceLast Sunday was observed
as
ment made by the
college through Christmas Sunday in the Baptist
'Hie American to-day.
church.
In the morning, the pastor,
The list of available rooms, se- Rev. J. B.
Coy. delivered a Christmas
cured by the women as reported in sermon, with
special music, and in
The American last week, did the the
there
was a Christmas
evening
trick.
In a personal letter to the concert
by the Sunday school. The
editor. Mr. Bellatty. director of the program:
summer school, says
tfiat it took \ o:un!ary .Miss Louise Donnell
Dean Lord and himself only about Singing .Girls' choir
two minutes to decide after receiv- Scripture
reading and prayer.
ing the list of names of those who
Rev. J. B. Coy
would take men next summer, and Anthem .Church choir
they are gratified that so many de- Recitation....Charlotte Sadler
sirable rooms were obtained.
Recitation .Frederick Sadler
The school will be more than twice Singing.
as large as last year,
Helen Beal. Doris Scribner,
possibly up to
Helen
250 students.
It will open about
Lord
July 5. and continue for two months. Recitation .Sybil Coy
The high school building and Odd Recitation .Claree Reed
Fellows hall will be used, and the S°*° .Lelia Morrison
mess hall will be in the Odd Fellows Recitation .Earl Beal
I
building as last year.
Recitation .Genevieve Reed
Mr. Bellatty will again be director Singing
Girls' choir
of the school, and for the stimmer
Recitation
Persia Brown
session will have a faculty of at least Recitation .Ruth Shorey
ten
members, including a member Recitation ..Susan Sadler
from the Havana branch to teach Hymn
foreign trade courses. The fame of Remarks .Pastor
the Ellsworth summer school seems Offering
to have spread, for Director Bellatty
Anthem .../...Church choir
writes that instructors in colleges as Benediction .Rev. G. T. Jones
far away as Pittsburgh are asking
The children of the Sunday school
for positions on the faculty*
will have their tree and exercises FriNORTH ELLSWORTH
All the students at the school next
day evening.
year will take advanced work, as
METHODIST CHURCH.
At the regular session of Nicolin
none
will be enrolled who has not
At the Methodist church next Sun- grange December
18, officers were
had at least a term in Boston.
Tills day morning the pastor, Rev. R. H. elected as follows:
Charles C. Camassures the upholding of the high
Moyle, will deliver a Christmas ser- ber,
master;
E.
George
Davis,
standard for deportment established mon.
In the evening the adults of
overseer; Maud
DeWitt,
lecturer;
last summer, and will enable the col- the church will present the cantata,
Eugene H. Moore, steward; Maurice
lege to select only "workers" for the “No Room in the Inn.” The Sunday Camber, assistant steward;
Nellie
session in Ellsworth.
school tree an exercises will take Maddocks,
Frank
chaplain;
M.
The summer session will be open place Saturday evening.
Moore, treasurer; Claudia M. Richto regular students, as well as to
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH.
ardson, secretary; Erastus Ware,
students under the auspices of the
Sunday morning, at the Congre- gatekeeper; Annie Camber, Ceres;
Federal Board for Vocational Educa- gational church, the pastor, Rev. R. Tena McGown. Pomona; Minnie Dantion, There are 300 former soldiers t>. Mathews, will deliver an appropri- ico. Flora; Mildred Moore, lady assisnow at the college, and fifty more ate
sermon.
There will be special tant steward.
will be inOfficers
will enter in February.
music by the vested choir, assisted by stalled January 8.
Supper will be
But while the students who will Miss Erva Giles, soloist.
The musi- ! served.
Tt was voted to send the
come to the summer school will be
cal program follows:
master and his wife as delegates to
"workers," this does not mean that Organ Prelude, Christmas March.
State grange.
it will lie all work and no play.
Al- Processional, "Hark the Herald Angels
-oSing.”
ready they are promising a better
Timber's Variable Worth.
baseball team than they had last
Of many timbers tested in a Japsummer, and are looking forward to Offertory. “Meditation,” Harker.
the outdoor sports that Ellsworth Solo .Miss Erva Giles anese investigation, only teak and
Adeste
Fidelis
and vicinity afford.
Recessional,
attack
escaped
pine
cypress
by
The Ellsworth board of trade will Postlude. Triumphal© March.
termites. The immunity seems to be
at its next meeting, or at a special
The children of the Sunday school
due neither to hardness nor weight,
meeting if deemed necessary, appoint will have their Christmas exercises
but to the presence of some repellaut
a good-sized working committee on
Saturday evening.
UNITARIAN CHURCH.
—perhaps the large percentage of
entertainment, which will see that
benzine extract of*these two woods.
At the Unitarian church. Rev. G. T.
plans are completed for a public reception to the students soon after Jones, pastor, will preach a ChristIn Formosa, camphor green oil gives
their arrival, and for other forms of mas sermon in the morning.
There the surest protection against termites.
will be special music.
The. children
entertainment.
Of other materials tried, those in
of the Sunday school will have their
some degree effective included large
Penobscot.
tree and entertainment Saturday eveproportions of an anthracene conMrs. Herman E. Perkins and son ning.
taining oil from the destructive disJames and H. C. Perkins have reCATHOLIC CHURCH.
tillation of coal tar; but this oil is
turned from a visit in Philadelphia.
Christmas will be celebrated at St.
two
Mrs. Etta Brown of Camden and Joseph’s Catholic church by
undesirable for houses on account of
A low mass will be said at
Mr. and Mrs. Bergin and daughter of masses.
its viscosity and «tainiT>c »•*’ timber
Belfast have returned to their homes, 8 o'clock, and a high mass at 10.30.
after visiting
their
Mrs. Music for the high mass has been armother,
BORN.
Eastman Dodge.
ranged by Miss Margaret Hurley, orTURNER—At
Dec. 3. to
Stonington.
Mrs. Lewis A. Snowman went to ganist. as follows:
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde L. Turner, a son.
Bangor Monday to enter the E. M. G. Hymn. "Holy Night” .Choir NEVELLS—At Stonington. Dec. 11. to
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Nevells, a son.
Kyrie.Choir
hospital for treatment.
Mrs. Ralph Weseott, soloist
Master Albert Wardwell is spendMARRIED.
with
his Gloria ..Choir
ing the week in Bangor
Mrs. Ralph Weseott and Mrs. Margrandmother, Mrs. Ruth F. Smith.
uaub—muuiAB—At .Newport, k.
garet Drummey, soloists.
Mrs. Mina Macomber has returned
Nov. 15. by Rev. Fred' W. Coleman.
Miss Lena Davis of Newport to Owen
to her home in Castine, after five Credo ..'Choir
L. Higgins of Ellsworth.
Mrs.
Mrs. Charles Hurley.
Drumweeks here caring for her mother,
MCFARLAND —CHRISTIE
At
EllsMrs. A. E. Varnum. who recently had
mey. Frank Dunleavy. soloists
worth Falls. Dec. 17. by Rev. R. B.
.Choir
Mathews. Miss Blanche Marie McFarOffertory solo. Adeste Fidelis.
the misfortune to breaK her wrist.
land of Hancock to George
Wilson
Clark high school closed
Friday Sanotus .Choir
Christie of Ellsworth Falls.
Mrs. John J. Duffy, soloist.
for the Christmas vacation of two
PHILLIPS— TREADWELI_At
Banweeks.
The teachers are spending Agnus Del .Choir
gor. Dec. 18. by Rev. Alva R. Scott.
Miss Josephine L. Phillips to Lyndon
Mrs. Drummey, soloist
the recess at their homes, Mr. Hale
E. Treadwell, both of Ellsworth.
in Dark Harbor and Miss Condon in Hymn, “Angels We Have Heard On
GRAY—COLE—At Portsmouth.
N. H..
Choir
Dec. 18. by Rev. D. T. Conlon, Miss
High"
South Brooksville.
In the afternoon the children of
Effle R. Gray of Bucksport to Manley
The winter term at the Bay school
W. Cole of Eliot.
Dec. 27.
will open Monday,
Miss the parish will be entertained by Fr.
EMEIIY—COOK—At Brewer. Dec. 20.
return
to
Gorman at his home, where a ChristEthel B. Hutchins will
by Rev. E. M. Cousins. Miss Eva M.
mas tree will be enjoyed.
Em* ry of Dedham to Everett A. Cook
teach.
of Holden.
-olbe ladies of Penobscot chapter,
WHA LBN—DAITPHI NEE—At
Brewer.
.soldi auuivuu.
O. E. S.. held their annual Christmas
Dec. 16. by Rev. E. M. Cousins. Sylvia
Whalen to Edgar V. Dauphinee. both
saje Wednesday evening, Dec. 15.
Agnes Ashe, who is attending Shaw
of
Dedham.
There was a large attendance and business college in Bangor, Shirley
The com- Clemons and Curl Blaisdell of the
about $70 was cleared.
mittee in charge thanks all who so U. of M.. Hattie Merchant of the
DIED.
willingly assisted in making the af- State university In New Hampshire,
EATON-—At
Dec.
Boston.
15.
Cecil
fair a success.
and Selma Osborne, who is attending
Eaton of Deer Isle,
20 years.
the Red Cross normal school in New Hampshire, GOODELL—At North aged
The chairman of
Brookyville. Dec.
13. A cl (lie M
widow
of
campaign, Miss Ethel B. Hutchins, are home for the Christmas recess.
George E,
Goodell. aged 84
years. 9
months. 5
as sowho assisted
thanks those
Elwood. Charles and J. B. Havey
Burial in Vermont.
days.
licitors.
Following is a list of those are home from North Jay, where they GREEN—At North Brooksville. Dec.
who had the work in charge in the have been employed.
13. James Green. Civil war veteran,
several parts of the town:
Cove,
aged 89 years, 9 months. 27 days.
Mrs. Maurice Crabtree, who reBrook 1 in.
Dec.
15.
Helen Quigley, $22; West Penobscot, cently had her throat operated upon. GRINDLE—At
K. Grindle. aged
59
years, 7
Henry
Christie Heath
$16; Perkins and Is improving.
months. 19 days.
Dunbar districts, Annie Hutchins,
Mrs. Eugene Ashe and Mrs. Ed- TOMPKINS—At Bangor. Dec. 13. Oscar
A. Tompkins, formerly of Ellsworth,
$16; Bay, Belva L. Wardwell. $15;
ward Webb spent several days last
aged 72 years.
Leach district. Nella F. Bridges, $14;
week in Bangor.
TRUEWORTHY—At Tampa. Fla.. Dec.
Leach. $8;
North Penobscot, Belva
15. A. H. Trueworthy,
Mrs. Barbara Taylor, who has been
formerly of
South Penobscot. Ethel Perkins. $7. «t her old home here two months,
Ellsworth, aged 75 yearsBARTER—At
Stonington. Dec. 16. Guv
Total, $98.
returned to Boston Friday, for the [
E. Barter, aged 40 years. ^4 days.
Penob- winter.
Installation of officers of
HERRICK—At
Penobscot.
Dec.
18.
scot chapter, O. E. S., will be held
Sally Ann Herrick, aged 73 years, 11
Oasis chapter. O. E. S.. on Dec. 13
months. 18 days.
The in- elected the following officers:
Saturday evening. Jan. 1.
W. MORSE—At
Melrose, Mass..
Dec.
17,
Past
Grand M.. Martha Havey; W. P., E. F. Clapstalling officer will be
Mrs. Mehitable Witham
Morse,
forMatron Belva L. Wardwell, assisted ham:
Annie
associate
merly of Rluehill, aged 74 years, 3
matron,
months. 19 days.
by P. G. Marshal Nella F. Bridges, White; secretary, Della Jelltson; -MORTELL—At
Bluehill. Dec. 20. James
and Mina Macomber of S. K. Whiting treasurer.
Maria
conClapham;
E. Mortell. aged 60 years. 8 months. 9
chapter, Castine, as grand organist. ductress. Mary Robertson: associate
days.
Refreshments conductress. Bessie Springer; trusThere will be guests.
will be served.
tees. John Campbell, Annie
White,
Misses Cora and Rita Leach are Louise Hooper.
spending two weeks at Dark Harbor
H.
Dec. 20.
with Mr. and Mrs. Buford Leach.
Manufacturer and dealer in
————oMiss Doris Leach is home from U.
of M. for the Christmas recess.
Mountain Scenery.
One of the principal charms of
Miss Ethel Hutchins is visiting her
Monuments, Tablets and Markers
B>ster. Mrs. Gustine Wardwell, in mountain scenery Is Its solitude.—•
tine.
, Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Me.
Rns' ■*..
—

H. W. DUNN

High Grade

Granite and Marble

Mexicans Dislike Checks.
It Is sah! that almost •>verj Mexican
In professional or business life carries
on his person anywhere from $200 to
$800.. Even the poor Indian In his
blanket can more than likely produces
greater sum than the average traveler.
It seems no uncommon thing for a
Mexican, of the middle ctass to carry
between 1,000 and 2.000 pesos on his
person. The check Idea seems to have
taken but small hold ns yet. especially
when amounts of less man $1,000 are
concerned. They consider it much
easier to pay spot cash than to give a
check for amounts of $50 and $100.

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla
Makes Food
Taste Good
Creates an appetite, aid* digestion,
purifies the blood, abd thus relieves
scrofula, catarrh, the pains and
aches of rheumatism and gives
strength to th,e whole system.
Nearly 50 years’ phenomenal
sales tell the story of the great
merit and success of Hood’s Sar-

It is just the medicine

saparilla.

you need

now.

'Hood’s Pills helji—fine laxative
cathartic, according to dose.
Believe headache, restore comfort.

or

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Corrected to November 1, 1920
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOP
PM

AM

Bar Harbor.. 1\.Ot f4 25.
Sorrento.lv.
r4 55
Hancock Pt..lv ...
...

Sullivan.Iv.*.
Mt Desert Fy ar. t6 35 f5

15.

Manset.lv.
Southwest Har
Northeast Har ...
8eal Harbor......
Bar Harbor ..lv. t9 40
Mt Desert Fy ar
.fl0 20..i’^.
..

..

.-.

Mt Desert

Fy lv.
Waukeag,.

f10 80

f.5

10 36
10 39
10 47
11 03
Ellsworth. ll 'll
Ellsworth Falls.I.I 11 17
Nicolin ....if 11 32
Green Lake.
11 43

Hancock.
Franklin Road.
Wash’gt’n June.

!

Phillips lAke.Ifn 52;
McKenzie’s.!.
Holden.: 12 01
Brewer

June.,_

45
* 51 ....
554..
f6 01
6 20 —_
(; 27
6 32
46
6 55.
17 02
f7 04
7 09

12 24!

Bangor- ..ar.t!2
.iv.

Portland.ar.i

7

"1
29.

f7 &

ti 3>: *8

o<

« u

05

m

1*

Boston via
Dover
ar.
Boston via
Portsmouth ar.I.
New York ..ar.

30

m

a

:!!!!!
..

!

..

*4 ro.
15..

+9
*8

25

Philadelphia ar..|.'
Washington ar.j..V.Y.V.
A

M

A M

banuor to bar harbor.
i

...

|

J

P M

M

A

Philadelphia lv...

New York
lv
:.!!!!!!!!.!!.
Boston via
’...
Portsmouth lv.I. *9 00
Boston via
.i.
Dover lv ..”5 50
—

..

...

.....

i
AM
AM.
j.rl2 35 flO 05
Bangor.ar.(.. t5 05 f3 10*.
Portland.Iv.

Bat’gor

.1

v..

Brewer June..

.|.

Holden.I

..

t5 30
5 87
6 59
t'6 04
f8 06

..

McKenzie's
f iiillips Lake.
.I.
Green f.nke.1.
Nicolin..
Ellsworth Falls.
Ellsworth
Wash’gt’n June.
Franklin Road.

t3
3
8

151.

2l|
431......
••••

.j......

13 509.
6 16
4 CO!.
16 2ti\ f4 10|.
6 39 4 23
6 47 4
4 37i.
6 53
7 11 f4 5J_
7 20
5 001.
5 031.
721
t7 30 +5 10?.

3l|..,...

Hancock.j

Waukeag.
Mt Desert Fy ar.

Mt Desert Fy Iv.
|5 .5.
Bar Harbor ..ar.
t6 00
Seal Harbor.. 1 vj.
Northeast Har
Southwest Har
_

..

Manset.ar.
Mt Desert Fy lv
t7 35
Sullivan.lv
jj 50.
Hancock Pt. .lv.
Sorrento.lv. t8 20
Bar Harbor ..ar. t8 55
am
*

Daily,

t

stop
DANA C.
M.

pm

Daily, except Sundays, t Flag

DOUGLASS,
Vice-President and Gen. Manager.
L. HARRIS, Genera)
Passenger Agent

WOOLENS
Save money by buying dress material and coatings direct from factory,
^rlte for samples, and state garment
planned. P. A. PACKARD. Box 35,
Camden, Maine.

PLUMBING
Hot Water

Heating, Furnace
Jobbing.

Work and
HONEST

WORK: HONEST

PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.
Persona! Mention to all detail.-,.
Telenhqoe
or mail orders promptly atteuded to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Ate.
Telephone 173-2.

Subscribe For

The Ellsw orth American
The Paper That Stops Coming When
No more sub
Subscription Expires.
scription bills piling up unexpectedly

You get what you pay for, but the
paper will not be forced

upon

beyond that time.

PRICE, $2.00

Ellsworth

a

Steam

*11 Kinds of Laundry Work.

year

you

,

Laundry

NAPHTHA CLEANINS

Goods called for and delivered
Special atteutlou to parcel post work
H. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors
State Street,
Ellsworth. Me.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

ILL Minis
DBfflffl
When He Tried “Fruit-a-tives’*
or Fruit Liver Tablets
Mount Belknap Hotel,

Lakepobt, N.H,
of age, chronic Constip-

“At 70 years
ation was causing me to suffer with

distressing Headaches, Dizziness and
Indigestion.
I believe I have taken more medicine than any half-dozen people in
town ; but nothing did me good until /

tried1Fruit-a-tices
Right away I could
effects. After taking
months, nty bowels

Hulls Cove.

their good

see

them for three
were

regular,

and the other ailments disappeared”.
FRANK A. IIALE.
80c. a box, G for $2.JO, trial size 25c.
At dealers'or from FEUIT-A-TIVES
Limited, OGDENSBURG, >.. Y.

■

j

Leonard Jordan and
Everard L.
Moore spent two weeks recently
in
at
Beech Hill pond.
camp
Mrs.
Jordan and Mrs. Moore and son Robert spent Saturday and Sunday with
them.
.Mrs. Alb'ana Burril! of Brewer and
Mrs. Grant Brooks of Hartland recently visited their uncle, Orlando
Brocks.
Walter Grindle
and
wife
have
closed their home here and gone to
Portland
for
the
winter.
|
Mrs. George Black and son Clar!
ence of Bangor were here recently on
their way to Otis to spend a few days
with Mrs. Fannie Young and family.
Walter Colby went to Waltham recently for a visit with his parentB,
Asa C. Colby and wife.

Mt. Desert Ferry.
The stork recently visited the
homes of Sam Hudson and Archie
"Gatcomb,
leaving a daughter
at
each.
Mrs. Sarah D'lzell has returned
to her honie in Portland, after two
weeks with her mother.
Miss Hope McKenney, teacher at
the Falls school, has been called to
Fort Fairfield by the illness
and
death of her father.
Moon
Myra
attended the teachers'
convention
at Maehias
last

Miss Mary Brewer is at home, after
her summer’s
employment in Bar
Harbor.
Mrs. Effie Hamor is in New Y’ork
for a few weeks.
Miss Marcia Curtis of Bar Harbor
spent the week-end with Miss Ruth
*
Hamor.
Orient Brewer and w7ife have finished their work at Pembroke and
are at home.
Miss Marion Stanley is in New
Rochelle. N. Y.. for the winter.
Miss Laura Leland, who is attending normal school in Farmington, is
spending her vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Leland.
Dec. 20,
“Anne.”
-O—---

Birch Harbor.
School has closed for a vacation of
three weeks.
Mrs. B. W. Hancock and daughter
Florence
returned
from
Castine

Thursday.

After a short visit at home. Mrs.
Myra Marston has returned to her
work in Portsmouth, N. H.
William Rice and wife have gone
Monday.
Linnie Moon is keeping house t to Webster, where Mr. Rice has emfor Mrs. Moon, the teacher at the i ployment. They were
accompanied
Ferry school.
by J. F. Cross.
Dec. 16.
Dee.
20.
C.
C.
-o———-

--o-

South Bluchill.
Miss Emily Bowden,
who
has
been
in
attending school
Dorchester. Mass., is home.
Miss Ruth Simpson,
who
has
been visiting her sister in Penobscot. is home.
Misses Frances and Harriet Johnson are visiting in
Brooklin.
Harold Ladien and wife of Dorchester, Mass., are visiting her parents, B. E. Sylvester, jr., and wife.
Dec. 13.
n
—-o-■
West Tremont,
The body of Mrs. George Thurston
of
Dorchester.
Mass..
was
brought here for burial in Hill Rest
Her husband
cemetery.
and
son
Herbert accompanied it.
Funeral
services were held at the Methodist
church, Rev. F. Bl^isdell officiating.
The W. T.
I. society
has
susuntil
pended work
spring, as so
many members are away for the
winter.
Mrs. Emma Reed,
who
has
been visiting her daughter in Ellsw'orth, is home.
Dec. 13.
'Thelma.”

Sunset.
Mrs. Fred Lufkin
has
returned
from Silsby’s hospital and is gaining
satisfactorily.
Edward Dunham and wife of Ellsw-orth Falls are in town.
Mrs. Martha Stinson has gone to
Gardiner for the wdnter.
Charles Haskell, who has employment in Boston, is at home.
Mrs. Reynold Lufkin and daughter
Barbara are in Portland until after
the holidays.
Everett Gross and George Ravnes
are chopping for Raymond Small'.
Dec. 17.
“Sadie."

■

-o-

—---

BayshJc
Misses Beatrice and Melissa Jones
and Frances Closson are at home
from Ellsworth high school for three
;
weeks.
Miss Agnes Bowden, who has been
employed at the shoe factory, is at
home.
Mrs. Georgia Pinkham spent a few
Jays recently in Surry.
Ted Pinkham. with his
bride, is
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. T. A.
Pinkham.
Friends
extend
best
| wishes.
Dec- 16.
C. A. C.

|

Kustbrook.
Miss Etta Piper has gone to North
-oEllsworth to stay with her sister,
Kluehill Falls.
Mrs. Arthur Nason, a few weeks.
Miss Dorothy Chatto is home from
Several memoers of Greenwood
c
for
the holidays.
Bangor
e met at the hall
Saturday and
M. A. Candage is spending the Winy
matchThe
ladies ! er in Sedgwick with her sister, Mrs.
had a
Irving Candage.
served
Hancock Is in
Mrs. Li. B. Conary visited relatives
Alonzo Wilbw
£or
Am°n
n Sedgwick last week..
town cutting spoo.
:
Mr.
Taylor of South Bluehill is
Googins and David "5b H?ur.
r ercy
Jordan ! working for Eugene Conary.
Moses Wilbur and
Dec. 20.
C.
have finished their work ofl the rail>
-o^-cead and are home for the winter.
|
“Gem.”
Pretty Marsh.
fc
of
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Smallidge
-olartlett’s Island are visiting Mr. and
f*
South Brooksville.
:
Mark Gray.
drs.
two
for
High school closed Friday
Mrs. Amos Sinclair of Northeast
■weeks’ vacation.
darbor has returned
home, after a
Mrs. L. F. Hutchinson is ill.
week with Miss Stalnacke and Mrs.
GerardCondon is clerking in the
K.
Smith.
1
postofflce.
Allen Freeman cut his arm quite
The steamer May Archer is making
a week.
>adly while butchering, recently.
twice
Rockland
from
trips
G.
Dec. 13.
is at
Black,
The Minnie, Capt
-o———
Buck’s Harbor loaded with staves for

j

,wood
»Qpp.er'„

°,f

fj;

Rockland.
Miss Shirlie Condon, who has been
attending high school here, has gone
to her home at Dark Harbor.
C.
Dec. 20.

I

Hives,eczema, itch or salt rheum seta
Can't bear the touch of
crazy.
•our clothing. Doan's Ointment is fine
All druggists sell it.
or skin itching.

rou

10c

a

box.—Advt.

Postum
Cereal
used

in

place of

coffee has many advan-

tages, soon recognized.
’

Postum is better for
health, costs less than
coffee, yet has a flavor
very similar to coffee.

Postum Cereal should
be boiled a full fifteen
minutes. Another form

Instant Postum is made

instantly

in the cup, no

boiling required.
Grocers sell both kinds
%

"There's

a

Reason"

vSS. 1*20. by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.!

reached for the gang-plank rope», a
commotion at the rear of the crowd
communicated Itself to the rest.
The gangplank stayed Its withdrawal while a Imtless youth elbowed hit
As he passed Henry
way through.
Winthrop he pressed a note Into tl»
hand. The next Instant he was aboard
and the gnngplnnk wus drawn In.
Jim Callendar!
Wrathfully, Winthrop wanted to leap the ever-widening distance us the boat pulled out.
and haul the fellow hack.
But all
he could do was to watch—watch helplessly as the chains of flower* parted,
scattering their petals on the churncdup water as the Esonln pointed her
bow to the cloud-idled horizon. Thou
he remembered something thrust In
his hand, and straightening out the
crumpled paper, he read—not with

Marian Wetherby sat crouched amid
the lavish cushions on the broad lanal,
her face buried in her hands, her
shoulders shaking convulsively. Above
and about her the soft Hawaiian
night spread Its beauty, but Marian
had :,o eyes for the velvet-starred sky,
no ears for the droning chant of the
j
Pacific beating on the reef beyond the : pleasure:
1.arbor. Rather, the loveliness of the
| “Sly Dear Mr. Winthrop—You have
surroundings accentuated her grief, always claimed that your big objection
her loneliness.
to me was mv lack of money—and of
“The last evening we might have
business ability.
As to the first—re-pent together, Jim,” she murmured
j member those acres fn Million Valley
“and
brokenly,
you did not come!”
you said were worthless? Sam Ltiloug
For on the morrow the girl, obeying | has been after them for some lime,
her uncle and guardian’s decree—and
but would not meet my price. At nildwhoever disobeyed even a wish of
j night last night, after twelve hours of
Henry C. Winthrop. millionaire sugar meditation, he met It.
And—money
planter find important citizen of Hono- makes money. Yours truly.
lulu?—was to leave with her aunt on
“JAMES E. CALLENDAR."
the Esonla for a prolonged trip in the
In a sheltered corner of the middle
States.
deck Jim and Marian talked together
Marian, resentful, already homesick while a necessarily resigned aunt setIn anticipation, knew .that her uncle's
tled their belongings In the stateroom
chief reason for hanlshlng her was to below.
break up the friendship between his
“Dearest," Jim was explaining. "I
niece and James Elliot Callendar.
had hoped to get here In time for a
The
sound
of
heavy footsteps talk- with your uncle and then to perstartled the girl. Jim? No. that was
suade you to give up the trip unt'l—
not Jim’s step.
She had dared give well, until we could he married and
way to her tears, thinking the lateness
Hike It in on our honeymoon. But we
of the hour rendered interruption unhad a blowout on the Walloa road,
likely. It proved to be her unde, anil, foreseeing some such contlngi nwhom she had supposed asleep long
ey, I scribbled the note to leave for
ago.
him with a deckhand—then I hapI'p the niep lie camp, a broad, mas- pened to see him." Jim paused wnb
sive man, witIi a lialf-smnked cigar n faint smile.
gripped tightly between his teeth. For
"What Is It?" asked Marian, her
a
moment he regarded his niece, not
eyes no longer sail hut shining with
and
unkindly
yet without sympathy,
happiness.
as
she stood up making futile dabs
"I didn’t tell your unde the lies! of
with her handkerchief at her wet eyes.
it. The sale of those ‘worthless lands'
Should he tell her or not? It would
gave me enough to purchase a considcertainly he better for her to leave erable interest In the Laurens pinehating that confounded Callender inapple plantation, where I go In ns asstead of fancying she was heartbroken
sistant superintendent on my reinrn !"
over him.
Suddenly .Minimi had an Idea, an
The sooner she got over her infatuaMea which made her blush adorably.
tion the sooner would she prove amen"Why—why—.Jim—(here Is no reaable to his plans—plans eminently
son why we couldn't hi*—in-—"
well calculated to advance her Inter“Exactly," said Jim. "when we reach
ests—and his.
San FranciscoT‘
he
flicked
the
ash
from
Resolutely
“Oniy,* and Marian looked lovingly
his clgnr and laid his hand on the
at tlie distant sdiores growing in the
girl's shoulder.
“Sly dear.” be said
purple blue haze. “I'd like to come
without preamble, “just where do you
back to Haw%!i—"
suppose your precious Jim Is wasting
“For our honeymoon," finished Jiiu.
his time?”
and promised her wftb a kiss.
He
paused as the girl raised
startled eyes of Inquiry, then continued:
“I had occasion today to ride TOUCHED BY HIS
GENEROSITY
ont to the Waiion ditch.
On my way
I passed Callendar with one of Sam's
for
Wife to Scold Such a
Impossible
pretty half-caste dnngliters putting
Charitably Inclined Hubby
wreaths about his neck!”
With a
as She Had.
gentle pressure of his hand. WInthrop
passed into the house.
Ah, at last he came!
Marian’s first thought was that her
The waiting woman rose majesuncle, whom she knew to be a be- tically to her feet as she heard her
liever In the principle that any means
husband open the front door.
He
Justifies a good end, had cooked tip pnused aghast as he entered ihe Ifttle
the story as a final weapon against
living room ami saw her flushing eyes.
Jim. For well she knew her nncle was
“Sammyr she cried. “This afterbent upon a match between her and
noon I saw you go into Goshen's pnwnthe son of W. Laurens, owner of the
sliop with a package. What does it
Oahu pineapple plantations.
Such a
mean? Answer me!
The suspense Is
marriage would effectively unite the
killing me.”
business Interests of the island's two
She sank halfway to the floor and
greatest corporations.
rested there.
And yet—Jim had not come to say
Her husband
turned away
and
eood-by. Ills absence In Itself was al- coughed twice.
most
corroboration of her uncle’s
“Yes, Janet," he confessed. “Rutg tny
With a heavy heart, the girl
story.
dear, I really couldn't see poor old
entered the house.
Goshen go about in rags any longer,
Meanwhile Jim, all too well aware
so I Just bundled
up my oki stilt, and
of the bewilderment hts absence must
took It over to the poor man.”
he causing the girl he loved, sat flow“Sammy!“ she cried. “How I have
er-crowned among a group of dancing,
misjudged you, you dear, generous
chanting ukulele-plavlng Hawaiian*. dear !~
And with a fierce hatred he hated his
And out of pure admiration for kia
stolid, phlegmatic, half Chinese, part
generosity she refrain el from remindnative, part white, all heathen host,
ing him of the $2 she had lent bun
who had steadfastly refused all day
the dfcy before.—Houston Rost.
to give his answer.
Yet Jim smiled and bowed and flirtThe Pekin Legation.
ed with the girls, knowing In his heart,
A glance at the names of tile few
that only by possessing his soul In pacountries where the United States mintience could he gain his ends.
And
ister is appropriately Installed in his
just about the time that Marian was official mansion
betrays a rather e<>*vnfalling Into a troubled sleep wherein trie choice, writes
Terressa hong in
she dreamed of faithless men, Jim had
the World’s Work. Instead of Lonhis reward.
don, Parts, Route, we find diplomatic
sure t ing. Mist
tjaiien—i troy—
residences in
Bangkok. Pekin and
Tousan’ dolls' down.
Ftxee up fest
Morocco.
The legation at Pekin is
bime by.”
imrtiruiarly creditable, being of subThe following morning the Esonla’s
stantial masonry and placed in. a spasmokestacks were flinging their signals
cious compound. That so worthy a
of departure Into the smiling Hawaiian
reservation should have been acquired
sky. Ropes of flowers stretched from
in the heart of Pekin might strike tlie
the crowded dock to the decks where
traveler curiously. When dldl rongresa
the passengers gorgeously wreathed
become so generously well-disposed towith lels of brilliant flowers, smiled
ward our diplomat In China ? av
and waved farewells to those left berather shame-faced answer Is that we
hind.
never bought IL
In the Dover rebel
Among them, standing silent, som- ion of
1900, United States, marines ocber-eyed, one slender girl waited uncupied that particular piece of terBut her glance wandered,
smiling.
ritory, and In a sense, they have occusearching continually the people on
pied It ever since.
Nor did they brighten as
the dock.
they fell upon the complacent flgnre
Care of Antiques la Palestine.
of her uncle, whose very attitude InAn archeological department has
dicated satisfaction at a deed well
keen created in Palestine which will
done.
be responsible for the preservation of
And Indeed he had cause to pat
all antiquities. The high commissionhimself approvingly on the back.
In
vast
Pacific er has appealed to all the archeological
two minutes more the
would begin to stretch between his societies of Palestine to report to the
rebellious niece and the man of her administrator of this new department
Tet a great everything of Interest in connection
choice—but not of his.
with Palestinian archeology. Delegates
deal can happen In two minutes.
from all these learned societies will
Just as the native band changed
be attached to this service.
from Its martial music Into the

j

|
j

plain-

Hawaiian
whose
cative
Aloha,
dences never fall to awaken In the
hearts of those who listen strange,
melancholy regrets and yearnings;
Jnst as the last wreaths were thrown
and the sleek-bodled young Kanakas
made ready at the rails for their hold
d'ves after coins thrown by the passengers above; Just as the deckhands

Explained.
Little Mike—Fayther,

phwot la an
utopsy1
McLubberty (promptly)—An autopShure. thot'a whin a dead
sy, la ut?
man requlsts the doctors to cut him
up. so tliot he can folnd out phwot

a

Is the matter wld him.

a

^ust sai'^*
A man
a few minutes
ago, he would not

think of leaving
home without a
package of Lane’s
Cold Tablets in his
bag, and every
one who has used
these tablets

speaks just as
highly of them.”

JANES GOLD TABLETS
“The Pink Tablets in the Yellow Box.”
LE ROY, N. Y.

—*MI"

Atlantic.
! Ellsworth, and to the
satisfaction of
In the southeasterly gale of Tues
Marlboro, a movement is in operation
day night, the power-boats of Ralpt which is hoped will
bring
results
A
Smith. Calvin Stockbridge. F. Morst
direct appeal Is to be made
to the
and John Lamoine were torn froir
8tate through the legislature
for is
their moorings in Burntcoat Harboi
| sistance in putting this road In s
and

driven ashore.
Most of the
boats were badly damaged.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bridges ol
New London. Conn., are in Mintum
helping Mrs. Mary Stanley prepare
for shipping her household goods tc
New
London.
Mrs.
Stanley has
given up her position as postmistress,
and will make her home
with
her
daughter, Mrs. Bridges.
Mrs. Alden Stanley will succeed
Mrs. Mary Stanley as postmaster at
Mintum. Miss Vira Stanley will be
assistant.
Llewellyn Joyce and wife have
gone to Rockland for the winter.
A. C. Smith made a short visit in
Rockland this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Staples came
from Gott's Island Sunday and visited with Mrs. Charles Stockbridge.
They left Monday for Rockland.
Mrs. Lida Norwood and son Eugene have returned from Southwest
Harbor.
M.vrtiee Joyce. Luelia Joyce. Maynard Staples. Oscar
Johnson
and
James Fuller are home from school
for the Christmas recess.
^
Miss Phebe Kent has returned to
the island, after a prolonged stay in
Boston.
Mrs. Martin Kent is spending the
winter in Massachusetts.
Many of the lobstermen, prior to
hauling out their boats for the
season, spend a day or two in handlining in order to secure their winter's supply of fish.
They report fish
very plentiful in the bay.
Ellis and Merrill Joyce have had
their boats hauled out on the bank.
There was a successful church supper at Seaside hall' Wednesday evening.
Dec. 17.
G.
-o———

I’rospcfl Harbor.
Dr. and Mrs. C. C. Lurrabee left
and expect to be gone all
Tuesday
winter.
They will spend the holiwith
the F. F. Larrubees in
days
Washburn.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin C'rosley of
Franklin are with their sister. Mrs. J.
3. Coombs, for the winter.
A pleasant party gathered at the E.
IV. Cleaves residence on Wednesday.
Dec. 15. to celebrate Mr
Cleaves’
sighly-seventh birthday. The neighbors and friends, numbering twentymo. partook of a picnic dinner.
As
Mrs. Cleaves’ year day came so near,
lie celebration did for both, and two
birthday cakes graced the board.
In
the afternoon the post-card
shower
irrived.
When the deluge was at ire
height, there were 1T9. and they are
still
coming from all directions.
Reading the greetings proven interesting and furnished entertainment.
Some of them were original
verses written for the occasion.
Before the company dispersed tiiere
was
general
singing
Everybody
riad a delightful
time, and
Mr.
Cleaves a genuine surprise.
December 15. at the home of
her son Henry, Mrs. Elizabeth Hamilton passed away after a short illness
it the age of eighty-two years.
In
tlie death of Mrs. Hamilton the community loses one of its eldest and
most worthy women, and the Methoiist chnrch one of’ Ire valued and devoted members.
Funeral
services
were held in the church
Friday. Rev*
Mr. Ramsey of Winter Harbor offlciiting. Mrs. Hamilton will he greatlymissed in all her associations, and
ber cheerful, friendly,
helpful liftwill he remembered by a large cirtde
»f friends.
Dee. 2*.
£
-o-

Marlboro.
Coleman Hodgkins & Son.
local
batchers,
arw
having their busy
season, and daily they
are
at the
slaughter, w,rth swipe predominating.
Quite lamentable is this sanation;
Mr. and Mrs. G. L MleLellac raised a
family of White lymouth Rock pullets. and had them laying la September, only to have the foxes get them
all during that month
In October,
when the animal was protected
by
State law. nineteen were tost in this
depredation. Who wins?
Mr- and Mrs. George Treadwell
have rented the
Harley Hodgkins
place for the winter. It Is understood that
Mr. Treadwell contemplates a lumbering operation.
Hattie Melntyre. who
underwent
an operation at
the
Massachusetts
general hospital In Boston recently,
is recovering satisfactorily.
She will
return to Marlboro In a few days.
D. W. Springer & Son have completed a difficult job moving their
shop and garage from Hancock to
this place.
The building was taken
down in sections and conveyed over
land and water.
Mr. and Mrs.
Shirley Hodgkins
have vacated their summer cottage at
the shore, and are occupying rooms
with Mr. Hodgkli s' parents.
Loud are
the rumblings
heard
relative to the Hancock section of
road leading from NorthLamoine to

reasonable condition. Deaf

ears

onlv

I have listened to appeals In the ■,s>'
| Patrons of this road ask nothing but
■

I

a

safe

life and

j highway,

and

property-preserving

now they intend
that a
show-down shall be raaoe
I O. W. Ford, one of Marlboro's
hustlers, is out with a meat cart
Here
is
another
proposition;
Marlboro needs Lamoine;
Lamoine
needs Marlboro.
Their every inter-

est

seems

to

interlock.

relations cannot he

1

otherw.

Badness
than

closely interwoven. A great deal of
Marlboro's
money,
taxes
except
goes to Lamoine, and' vice v,
/
Why, then, not unite? Hancock's hiterest
in
Marlboro Is negligible
Why. then, do they want the
a
t is costly and far
removed
fri,m
iheir interests.
Cold facts sometime
stir men to action.
Dec. 18.

"Jane."

Isles ford.
Capt. Waiter Hadlock and wife left
last Tuesday for Boston, where
they
will be joined by their son Russel!
;
and thence co to New York for the
Christmas holidays.
Capt. Edward Spurting and wife
have closed their house and left Friday for Bangor, where they were to
meet their youngest son Harrv who
is attending Kents
Hill
academy.
Then they were to leave for Wilbraham. Mass., to spend the winter with
relatives
of
ills.
Sour I e
M
Springfield. Mass., they were to be
joined by their oldest son Raymond,
who is attending Mt. Hermon. After
the Christmas recess both boys expect to return to Kents Hill to finish
their studies.
Mrs. Nellie Spofford left last Frii day for Melrose Highlands. Mass to
spend the winter with her daughter,
i Mrs. Gordon Day.
Misses
Bernice
j
and
Marion
Spurting, Ella Stanley and Kenneth
Jarvis
are at home from Bangor for
!1
the holidays.
Maynard Jordan, instructor at C.
of M.. oune Satnrday to spend the
Alden
holidays with his
parents.
;
Jordan and wife.
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Fernald,
who have been'in Natick. Mass., re; turned home Saturday,
Miss Higgins, the Red Cross nurse,
l
: who has been
at Cranberry island the
I past few days, came here Saturday
and wSl remain for a week at least.
She gave an interesting talk at the
i church Sunday evening.
A stage and dressing-rooms have
been built on to the western end of
the Neighborhood House hall.
The
; outside is completed, and this week
1 the floors will be
laid, and it will be
ready for usa by Thursday evening.
when tbe teachers plan exorcises for
the school children and a Christinas
treer for all who care to share with
*
them.
schools will close Thursday tor tea
! days' vacation.
S.
Dec. 20.
Dedham.
L. R. Black a«d son
Bernard of
Watervil!* are guests of W. W. Black
.and
wife.
I
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Jeflison Dec. 17.
j John
Mrs. Lena Hides of Passadumkeag
Gerald
; is
her
brother,
visiting

Thompson.

James Johnson Is home from his
hoof in Portland, for the holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Burrlll and Mr.
and Mrs. (Jerald Thompson are attending State grange In Lewiston.
New Century grange has elected
Master. Clifthw following officers:
Maurice
ford Burrlll;
overseer.
Miller; lecturer, Ida Houston, stewWalter
S.,
Everett
ard,
Cook; A.
Gray; chap., Warren Miller; treas..
E. W. Burrlll; sec., Gerald Thompson; Ceres, Marion Burrlll; Pomona.
Bertha Black; Tlorn, Hattie Miller;
L. A. S.. Helen Gray.
Due. 20.
sc

»

West Tremont.
Miss Marjorie and Lillian Bridges
are Bpending the Christmas holidays
at home.
Mrs. Letitia Sprague Is visiting hef
daughter. Mrs. Eva Kelley.
»
Mrs. Lena Robbins Is visiting

McKinley.

reEugene Eye and mother have
sevturned from Massachusetts, after
eral months’ absence.
tne
The ladles- aid society of
Methodist church held its Chrlstm
Ma
hall Dee. 13.
sale In

Pythian

useful and fancy articles were
®
slle.
In the evening a pleasing
tertainment was enjoyed, with
Procee
cream and cake for sale.

HarSchooner Alice, of Northeast
at the Laity
this week,
“Thelma.
Dec. IS.

bor, loaded lumber

-o--

Subscribe tor The American

|2.00

a

Year

1

Winter Harbor.
Bickford and Mrs.
and daughter Ellen
were recent guests of
relatives in MilDTiage.
Henry Trask left last week for
** h“S em‘,]oymftnt
the whiter

Klwnfei
Elwood

A HEALTHFUL
HABIT

Malrice

i!°8t°n

mIet“ngatitnnAugut8te.

an(1

Stat®

Chase.
Among those who have returned
em
home for the
Christmas holidays
is are:
Wendell Grindle.
Sherborn.
home for the winter.
Mass.;
Edward
Snow, Columbia
Mrs. Etta Grover and
George
Hamhalls;
Harold
Bisset. Brewer; Walter
ilton went to
Prospect Harbor Fri- Littlefield, Fannie Maddocks, Wateroay t° attend the funeral
of their ville; William Bisset.
Elizabeth Hamilton. Harold Osgood, WallaceLimestone;
Perkins.
Mrs Hamilton
Hsmpr' was
well known and I niversity of
Maine; Rufus Grindle
much esteemed here.
The sympathy and Arthur Snow,
Coloy college.
is extended t0 the
The ladies of the Baptist church

thousands

relat,ives)mmUn*^

Perkina has
.«fci--t7.W.,U,?m
taking Capt. A. R. Welch's

a

m6r

eek
Chester Hamilton of
Prospect Harbor has employment at Dr.
Dyer's
''The Bashful Mr.
Bobbs,” given
C‘aSS °f tUe high s«h00>
Fr‘da> evening, was well
and received with much presented
favorable
uie
comment.
Dec. 20.
s
v

n.j.

Mt. OcMTt Ferry.
Louis Spratt and wife are home
from Sbrrento.
Arthur Jellison and family are visiting his parents, \V. W. Jellison and
wife.
Mrs. Gertrude Lounder and little
son spent the week-end in Ellsworth
with Mrs. Pearl McFarland.
Harvard Carter, wife and daughter
Hester are home from Old Town for
two weeks.
Dec. 20.
C.

been
place on
E' T- Russe11 tbe
Past

Fridat

OI<

—-o-

Bernard.
evening a social was
the community hall.
An en-

Thursday
held at

joyable time is reported.
A good
sum
was netted to pay for
electric
lights.
Schools will close Thursday for the

holidays.
Mrs.

AN ELLSWORTH MAN'S EXPERIENCE.
Can you doubt the evidence of this
Ellsworth citizen?
You can verify Ellsworth endorsement.
Read this:
Arthur Brown, carpenter,
Birch
“Doan's KidAve., Ellsworth, says:
ney Pills did me a world of good and
them to anyone
I can recommend
afflicted with kidney trouble.
My
kidneys were in bad shape for some
time and the secretions were discolored and milky.
My back bothered me when going about my work
and there was a deep-seated pain
just over my kidneys.
Every time
I caught
cold 1
was
sure
to be
I read about Doan's Kidworse.
ney Pilis being so good, so I thought
a
I
I would try
box.
got Doan's
at Alexander's Pharmacy and beI felt better in a
gan using them.
very short time, sb bought two more
boxes and when they were finished
I was cured, sound
and
well.
I
have never since had an ache or a
pain and anything i can say in favor
of Doan's Kidney pills couldn’t be
too

good."

•

60c‘ at all dealers.
Foster-Milburn Co.. Mfrs.. Buffalo. N.
WOMAN’S

T

CASE

AMAZES ELLSWORTH
business

A

wife could not

u.

Emma Reed. who. has been
visiting her son, E. B. Reed, left
Monday for Dorchester, Mass
to
spend the winter with her daughter
Mrs. Clinton Gray.
Miss Madol.vn Closson is
employed
at Mrs. Ralph Benson's.
G. G. Lawson, who
recently bought
the Pray house, is
tearing it down,
which will add much to the
beauty of
the place, as it has been
unkept, and
an unsightly place for
many years.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Parker are at
Delard. Fla., for the winter.
The library will be open
Friday of
this week instead of
Saturday, from
to 5 p. m., in order to give the librarian, Mrs. E. B. Reed, the Christmas

holiday.

Sunday,'Dec. 26,

at both services
the church, there will be
special
music, and on Sunday evening there
will also be exercises by the children.
The church will be prettily decorated
Dec. 20.
"Will o’ Wisp.”
at

Prospect Harbor.
Norman Shaw arrived home Saturday to spend the holidays with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Shaw.
It was with deep sorrow that the
many friends of Mrs. Emma Moore
heard of her death Friday, after a
short illness.
Funeral services were
held at the home Sunday afternoon,
Rev. Mr. French of Steuben officiatMuch sympathy is expressed
ing.
for tha daughter. Miss Bertha, and
her brother Lewis, who have been
devoted to their mother in her declining years.
1
Colwell, who has been ill
since September, has recovered sufflcientlv to walk up town.
A large party gathered at the E.
W. Holden residence Saturday evening. in honor of Mr. Holden's thirtyeiktlth birthday anniversary. Friends
of the family got up the party and
planned with Mrs. Holden for a genuine surprise to Mr. Holden, as it
was.
‘Everybody and their grandmother"
literally responded, the
guests numbering fifty-five.
Abundant refreshments were served, and
cards, music and games kept things

t

i

or

reaM with

tebhazel,

"

t

>

hydrastis.

camp

mixed in Eavo
result produced by .1
i.:,’d everyone.
We
s'::::IS bottle of Lavopiik
CASE weak, strained
Aluminum eye
Ti

•>

do,

M l

s

wash.
single bottle
guarantee a
to help ANY
.r
inflamed
cup FREE.
!:

eye

Pharmacy.

IVES WI1
GLYCERINE MIXTURE

id stomach trouble for years.
giving her simple buckthorn
bark, glycerine, etc., as mixed in Adb r-i ku, her husband says: “Mv wife
f els fine now and has rained weight,
it is wonderful stomrrh medicine.”
Adler-i-ka acts on BOTH upper and
lower bowel, removing foul matter
which poisoned stomach and which
you never thought was in your system.
EXCELLENT for gas on the
stomach
or
chronic
constipation.
Cuard against appendicitis. The impurities it brings out will surprise
you.—Alexander's Pharmacy.
Auer

Catarrh Germs
MOVE

OUT

WHEN

MOVES

HYOMEI

IN

No
stomach
Hyomel la
dosing:.
made chiefly of oil of eucalyptus taken
from the eucalyptus forests of inland
Australia, and combined with other ex-

cellent antiseptics.
In

Australia the atmosphere
is so Impregnated with balsam thrown
out by the eucalyptus trees tnat germs
do not
thrive, and in consequence
coughs, colds, catarrh and other nose
And throat afflictions
are
practically
Inland

unknown.
Breathe Hyomel and get the same
pleasant germ killing effect as you
would get In the eucalyptus forests.
Hyomel Is sold by Chas. E. Alexander
and druggists everywhere on a guarantee of satisfaction
or
remoney
funded.

MIONA
Ends
sour

stom-

ach, belching and all stomach uisease
or
money back. Large box of tablets
at all
druggists in all towns.

to

engage

in

business

in

Los

An-

geles.”
Walter Blaisdell, principal of FreeBernard
port high school, is home.
Sprague is home from Waterville and
Miss Eirena DeBeck from Belfast.
Capt. F. P. Gott left Monday, for
St. P/etersburgh, Fla., for the win-

C.

ter.

Capt.

-u-!-

Ed.

Dyer

came

home from

Stockton Springs Thursday.
Cranberry Isles.
Hillard Hamor arriyed home SatDec. 20.
B.
urday for the holidays.
His brother
will
Brooklin.
arrive the last of the !
North
Shirley
week.
Nellie Nicholson has returned from
Seth Rice, formerly of this place. a visit to her sister, Mrs. Alton Closis here for the winter helping L. M.
son, in Bluehill.
Rice, who is building a new boat for
Rev. I). Johnson of the Brooklin
Mr. Cromw'ell.
Baptist church preached a Christmas
Miss Bernice Spurling of Islesford ; sermon in the chapel Sunday afteris spending a few days with her sis- ! noon.
The social in Bay View hall Friday
ter, Mrs. Harvard Beale.
Air. and Mrs. Alillard Spurling are evening was well attended, and a
settled
at
St.
pleasantly
Augustine, goodly sum was realized towards
Fla.
paying for installing electric lights
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Stanley are in the hall.
I
School
closed
The
receiving congratulations on the arFriday.
rival of a twelve-pound girl.
teacher, Miss Elizabeth Cole, left at
The Red Cross nurse,
who has once for Rockland to visit her pabeen here two weeks, has gone to rents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Cole.
Islesford.
She
entertained
the
The people of this community and
young folks pleasontly while here.
of the town in general
mourn the
W. A. Rice is cutting wood
for death of Henry
K.
Grindle, who
Bert Birlem.
He will soon haul out passed to the
higher life on Wedneshis motor boat for the winter.
day, Dec. 15, of heart failure and
Dec. 20.
“Tot."
acute Bright's disease, hastened by a
-ofall from the roof of a cottage sevBluehill.
eral years ago.
Mr. Grindle was
Schools closed December 17.
born here fifty-nine years ago, and
Prof, A. S. Turner left Tuesday for
spent the greater part of his life in
his home in Jefferson.
North Brooklin, purchasing a resiAmos and Charles- Stover arrived dence near Brooklin
corner, and movMonday.
ing there after his home was burned
Mrs. M. E. Saunders met with a here
nearly seven years ago.
He
painful accident Monday evening, was an honored member of the
when she fell on some concrete steps Brooklin
lodge of Odd Fellows, under
and cut a deep gash in her forehead. the
auspices of which he was buried,
She was attended by Drs. Littlefield and was a devoted member of
the
•
and Bliss.
Sedgwick Baptist church for about
James E. Alortell
died
Monday i forty years, taking his letter and gomorning at the age of sixty years, ing to the Brooklin church last April.
after a painful illness of over two He leaves a
who was Miss
widow,
He came to Bluehill about 1 Jennie Randall of
years.
Appanaug, R. I.,
twenty-five years ago from Lynn, two daughters, Marian Grindle of
Alass., and
opened a barber shop, Wells, and Mrs. Pearl Tainter of
which he conducted
in
connection Brooklin, and two
sisters, Mrs. Fred
with a general insurance and real es- Hamilton and Mrs.
Wellington Redman of North Brooklin, who have the
» deep sympathy
of all.
An
honest
1 29th YEAR
I conscientious, Christian gentleman
has gone to his great reward.
Interment was in North Brooklin cemetery.
Dec. 20.
“Xenophon."

OLD FARMER’S
ALMAHAC

-o-

By ROBERT B. THOMAS

FOR

1921

Now on sale at all Booksellers and
Newsdealers

PRICE 15 CENTS
Now England Newt Co., $3 Arch Stmt, Boaton
Whole tale Distributors

<©. 1920. by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.,
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indigestion
It relieves stomach
misery,

20.

!
|
I

:
couple
Angeles, Cal., Thursday. On their cherished.
was they will stop at Chicago and I
And people hinted at other things,
the Grand Canyon. The groom plans also. For instance, there were those

going merrily.
Dec.

Happiness

^

South Penobscot.
Olo Wellman, who has been employed fn Bridgeport, Conn., Is at
home.
Miss Lida Perkins, who Is teaching
in Belfast, will spend the Christmas
recess at home.
The Baptist parish has contributed
$87 for the Near East relief, over
200 per cent, of the quota assigned.
Dec. 16.
L,

Mrs. Margaret Adams has gone to
Bootubay to spend the holidays with

assert

■

*-

harp pains in
N r eyes were
her eyes.
For ye..
red and weak. Finaiiv “lie tried slmsew

Roach.

Did he
of three people.
his Innocence and tell all be
knew, he felt sure of ultimate acquittal—at the expense of the fiance of
the girl he loved. For now came back
to him many little acts on Wilbur’s
part—petty excuses to see his books,
#an erasure or substitution he could not
recall making.
Suppose he kept silent? Ills own
life would be ruined and his great
hope of making his father’s name hcnoftible, defeated. Yet, now that his
mother was dead, what did it matter,
compared to Virginia’s shattered happiness and loss of faith in men? He
had seen one woman’s life wrecked
through the perfidy of the man she
loved.
Through the long, sleepless
night Roger struggled—and when
morning came, he had made his decision. Virginia should be happy.
With the morning came an early
summons from the president of the
bonk to come to his office. To his surprise, Roger found him not alone.
Wilbur, chewing the end of an tinlighted cigar, sat on the edge of a
chair, obviously less at ease than
either of the two men.
“My nephew tells me,” began Howard without preamble, “that you came
to the hank late one evening.
Can
the

and

Roger Rennett had growD up in
the shadow of his father's disgrace.
Since his early school days he had become
accustomed to sly innuendoes
and looks askance, whicn at first he
attributed to some peculiarity of ills
own.
Rut little by little he gathered
stray bits of information until one
memorable day shortly before his
i graduation from high school he confronted Ids mother with his scraps of
half-knowledge and learned from her
held the annual sale of
cooked food i the
whole bitter tale; how his father
and fancy articles
at
the
chapel
j
I hursday afternoon.
In the evening had misappropriated trust funds, had
a
laughable farce. “The District been Indicted and had committed suiSchool at Bluehill Corners," was
cide In prison while serving his senpresented. under the direction of Mrs. tence.
W. G. Greene.
The sketch contained
“Don't forget, my son,” she had conman> local liits and original songs
cluded at the end of the sad story,
and compositions, and the
parts representing children from 'four to four- “that now it lies with you to make
you explain?”
teen years of age were
cleverly taken. worthy the name you bear. It was
The proceeds were $9 7.
Roger looked at Howard in surprise.
your father's also, hut through you
Dec. 20.
It may again become honorable."
Then, with a fleeting smile at Wilbur,
g
-o“No,” he said quietly.
And it was with this thought alr ran Kim.
It was the president’s turn to be
ways in mind that Roger left the high
The high school is closed for one
school, went through college and came amazed. “My hoy.” he said, “just why
week.
are you doing this?”
Mr. Wolstenholme conducted morn- back to make a living for himself and
At that moment the door opened and
ing and evening services at the Bap- mother, whose scanty resources had
tist church Sunday.
been practically depleted by the exVirginia, beautiful in soft furs, stood
on
Rev. Murchie A. Gordon of Calais pense of her son's education. Then,
the threshold.
“I came as you
will preach at the Methodist church
shortly after his return, his mother asked me, uncle,” she hesitated. “I
Sunday, Dec. 26.
had died, and Roger, bitterly, but. don’t know just why—”
Misses Marion and Mamie Drisko
Howard stood up. “Come with me.
truthfully, blamed the heavy burden
of Columbia Falls are
guests for a of sorrow she had
Wilbur,” he said. “I have had ray eye
borne for so many
few days of Mrs. D. L. Tracey.
They
on you for some time—on
years for her untimely death and his
are on their way home from
your freColby.
i' rii.ay Mrs
quent trips out of town—on your nocNancy Smith accom- consequent great loneliness.
turnal
visits to the bank. In fact, I
panied her daughter. Miss Olive, to
His one comfort during the sad days
Waterville, where she will be oper- was the kindness of Virginia Dacre. sent Rennert here one night for some
ated upon for appendicitis.
Rack in Roger’s school days had been
papers when I felt sure he would
There will be a Christmas tree at
stumble upon you.
born the one great hate and one great
I let suspicion
the Methodist church Friday evening.
rest temporarily on an innocent man,
Pupils will give a brief entertain- love of his life. The love was for this
same Virginia, the hate for her cousin,
hoping to see you make a clean breast
ment.
of it.
If you had things might have
The receipts of the sale and supper Wilbur Howard, nephew of the presThursday evening were $60. The ident of the bank where Roger gone easier with you. As it is—” His
look was significant as he tightened his
Sunday school collection for starv- worked.
ing children amounted to $25.
hold on the arm of his nephew, who
The following frojn a Massachunmrks concerning Roger’s father that
(luring ills words had appeared to
setts paper is of interest to the many
shrink perceptibly into his clothes.
had made Virginia, at that time a
friends here of the bridegroom: "The
The door closed upon them both.
wedding of Austin B. Fernald and slim, leggy little girl with snapping
Left alone, the man and girl were
and
Isabelle Crookes took place Wednes- brown
eyes
flyaway pigtails,
day evening, Nov. 24, at the Metho- thrust a protecting arm through Rog- for a moment at a loss. Then it ocdist church, Medford,
curred to Roger that Virginia was takMass.
The er’s and declare:
“You’re a hateful
wedding ceremony was performed by tiling, Wilbur, if you are ray cousin,
ing very easily this startling news
the
Rev. M. L. Bullock, and the and no matter
about her fiance.
'T’ns sorry about
what you say about
service
was
used.
double-ring
The
Roger’s father, he lias the most beau- Wilbur—on your account,” he began
couple was attended by Miss Lillian
hesitantly.
Boutillier as bridesmaid and May- tiful mother in the world 1" Virginia’s
“Yon may be for him, but not on
nard Fernald as best man.
The ush- own mother was dead.
ers were W. A. Sherwood and John
Roger had never forgotten her par- my account!” cried Virginia with
Nicholson.
Miss
Ruth
heightened color. "Every one seems
Donaldson tisanship.
Not that the- old antagoplayed the wedding march. The nism between her and her cousin had to be laboring under a mistake. Last
bride wore a brown travelling suit
night Uncle Will called and asked me
Rather the contrary. For
and tailored hat, and carried a bou- developed.
if Wilbur and I were engaged. When
ns Virginia grew into a
slender
tall,
of
sweet
Her
quet
bridesmaid
peas.
girl with her pigtails loosened into I denied it he said he was glad. Then
wore a brown tailored suit, and carhe told "me of the accusation against
ried a bouquet of violets.
The bride waves and curls on her stately head,
you and I—well, I wouldn't believe it
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed- I and Wilbur became a dapper youth
and
was
I
ward S. Crookes of Halifax, N. S. i with a thin mustache of which he was
so—indignant.
guess
that Uncle Will yiough*—thinks—I
The groom is the son of Mrs. Rebecca j
Inordinately
proud, people began to
Fernald.
The church was prettily i hint
mean—”
that the kinship between the two
decorated with flowers and ever- !
Roger rose suddenly. What was
was not going
to prove an obstacle
After the ceremony, a dinner |
green.
giving Virginia those wonderfully rosy
to a closer relation, and Roger feared
was served at the Parker House for
cheeks, and why was she floundering
the guests.
The
left for Los the downfall of the hopes he had long

coJna
candidates awaiting initiation.
A. J. Guptlll, who has been
Ployed at New Bedford, Mass

daily prove that
taking Scott’s

fTens

*“

assessors'
the regular meeting of
Schoodic
grange December 9. the first
degree
was conferred on five
candidates and
the second on ten.
Rebekah lodge has several

daily after meals.

Emulsion is
healthful habit.

Pendleton, who has

Ponlaud.^hoTe116

scorn
EMULSION
of

the
first
Land and
also of the
fish and game association.
Square
anti upright in all business
dealings,
always a leader in charitable and
civic affairs, the summer as well as
the permanent
residents
were his
warm friends.
Besides a widow, he
leaves one daughter, Mrs. W B Harriman of Bluehill.
Mrs. E. P. Babson
has gone to
Brookline. Mass., to spend the winter
with her daughter, Mrs. N. H.
Mayo.
Misses Olive and Virginia
Chase
have gone to Portland to
spend the
holidays with their brother, E E

Improvement Co.,

toV

Protect your vital forces
and build up your resistive-powers with a little

thrice

tate business.
He
was
president of the Bluehill

ULallace
Sargent

who. when Roger was taken into the
bank, shook their heads and gave utterance to vague remarks about heredity, “bred in the bone.” “like father,
like son.”
And Wilbur himself, a vice
president of the hunk largely through
the grace of being
the president's
nephew, had felt it Incumbent upon
Ids position to remonstrate with his
uncle.
“Uncle Will.” he began with a slight
embarrassed pull at his mustache,
“isn't it—er—rather risky to employ
young Bennett?”

Willlufn Howard laid down the report he was reading and regarded his
nephew over the rims of his glasses.
“How so?” he asked curtly.
“Well, his father—”
“I’m not employing his father. He's
dead,” said Uncle Will.
“Close the
door as you go out, Wilbur.”
Then, late One winter evening, Roger, returning to the bank for a forgotten package, surprised a light in an
inner office.
Investigation discovered
Wilbur, rather flustrated, who after
an involved explanation of his presence, departed hastily. Roger puzzled
over
the matter, then dismissed it
from his mind. He could not know,
of course, that Wilbur was forgetting
his own dismay In wondering what
was the nature of his (Roger’s) errand.

so

helplessly?

“Anyway.” the girl was continuing,
“uncle said that yesterday when you
questioned you were not-as emphatic in your denials as he thought
you ought to, be and he decided you
were
being quixotic and shielding
somebody for some reason or other.”
"Virginia,” cried Roger suddenly,
bending down to her, “since there is
no
one else
may I hope that some
day—”
Virginia lifted love-lit eves to his.
were

“Sooner than
Roger drew
guess T know
to come.” she

that!” she said, and as
her into his arms, “I
why uncle wanted me

whispered happily.

WAS NOT HIS TIME TO DIE
Indiana Judge, Reported Slain in Civil
War, Still Alive and in Official Harness.

Judge Henry Clay Allen tells a
thrilling story of the battle at Richmond, Ky. He asserts that only a
miracle kept him from being found
shot

in

the

back more than once.
’Only a boy of eighteen, he suddenly
was thrust into this battle with the
rest of his regiment, untrained and
undrilled. The fighting was long and
hard, and two-thirds of the regiment
met death.
Judge Allen wTas shot
twice, but once the bullet hit an iron
spoon in his pocket, a spoon he carried for his ague medicine, and once
the hard heel of his harvester shoe.
it cnanceu tnat on tne day tne bank
When the fight was ovfer at last he
examiners elected to visit Tylervllle,
Wilbur was out of town. As he got
dropped exhausted where he stood,
his face all powder-blackened, and
off the train on his return he stepped
into sucli a hubbub of excitement as
slept for hours and hours. One of
his comrades, seeing him lying there,
his native village had not known for
reported to his brother that he had
years. Knots of people stood on the
in
corners
gestieulative discussion. seen him dead, wounded in the face;
bnt the Judge is still living.—IndianAn attempt to use a telephone found
all lines busy. The one evening paper
apolis News.
flannted the news in glaring type.
“Large sums missing from local bank
Good Roads in Peru.
—hooks tampered with—suspicion diDowm in Peru the good roads moverected
toward
certain
well-known
ment Is fast gathering momentum.
A
citizen.”
low was recently passed requiring all
With fingers that tried in vain to
males from eighteen to sixty to work
he steady Wilbur held the sheet and
on the highways three days a year or
read. Only at the end. as he saw ’that
else pay the government an amount
Roger Bennett was being held for in- sufficient to hire labor for that pevestigation. did the color return to his riod. It is expected that most of the
face. It looked bad for Roger. Poor
citizens will pay cash and that $2,500,chap—it did that! And with what lit- 000 will be raised yearly in this mantle information he could give in adner.—Goodrich Travel and Transport
dition to that which was evidently alTopics.
known—.
ready
Well, what could they
And
he had warned Ills
expect?
So Long.
uncle.
Jim—Why did France make the litAt that very moment, parolled at
tle finger of the “Goddess of Liberty”
the Instance of the president on his
Just 11 Inches long?
own recognizance, Roger Bennett sat
Jam—I can’t Imagine.
in his room facing the great crisis of
Jim—Well, if they made it 12 Inches
'«
life.
Upon Ids action depended
long it would be a foot—Boys’ Life.

her son. A. G. Adams, who has emin the fish hatchery
there.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Greene have
been spending several days with Mr.
and Mrs. D. W. Torrey.
Madison Torrey,
who
has been
yachting since last April, has returned home for the winter.
Winfield Greenlaw and I. T. Lowe
went fishing down the bay last Wednesday.
They had a rough trip, but
brought in a gooa catch.
A. E. Farnsw'orth of Brooklin, who
recently bought quite a tract of land,
containing a woodlot of the Eastern
Marble Co., has built a camp and has
a crew at wrork there this winter.
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. ToriWy
will
leave Thursday by the way of Belfast
for Portland to spend the holidays
with
their
daughter, Mrs. W. E.
Stoddard.
Mr. and
Mrs.
Charles
Lombard (Anita Torrey)
of
West
Somerville, Mass., will join them
there.
Ernest Barbour was taken to Dr.
Silsby’s hospital at Rocaland Saturday to be operated upon for appendicitis.
School should
have
commenced
Dec. 13, but the supervisor is finding
difficulty in procuring a teacher.
Dec .19.
T.

ployment
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Manset.
Mrs. C. D. McKenzie has been ill of
a cold the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Stanley returned home Sunday from Rockland.
The ladies’ aid society and Busy
Bees held their Christmas sale in
Smith’s little store Tuesday afternoon and evening. Dec. 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Childs of
Seal Harbor have moved into the
Hancock house.
The community Christmas tree and
concert will be held in the Union
church Christmas eve.
Franklin Ward is home from the
U. of M. for the holidays.
Dec. 20.
“Lilac.”

Surry.

The following teachers are home
| for the Christmas vacation: Miss
;1 Angie Treworgy from Milo, Miss Ella
Jarvis from Orrington, Miss Lizzie
i Gray from Sedgwick Ridge, and Miss
; Ethel Lord from Sedgwick.
Paul Clark is in town for a few
days.
Guy Jordan and Edmund Wood
are home from E. M. C.
S. for the
Christmas vacation.
N.
J.
Kane
is
home.
Capt.
There will be a Christmas tree Friday evening at the Methodist church,
Dec. 20.
L.
—-o-

Seal Cove.

Congratulations

are
extended to
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Seavey o. West
Tremont, who were recently married.
The bride was Miss Katie Butler of
Center.
Dana Swazey, who has been employed in Boston' is home.
Chester Johnson, Center,
came
home from Boston last week.
Dec. 18.
N-

-o-

Growth of Beauty.

If yon are not growing more and
beautiful as you grow older, you
are not living your life
right. Probably no normal man was horn with
more ungainly features than Abraham
Lincoln; but with his wonderful intellectual and spiritual experience witness
the beauty that came to the
strong., vigorous face. Tennyson, Longfellow. Julia Ward llowe. Emerson,
Beecher.
Frances
Willard, l.owell,
Verdi. Brahms—all developed a beauty
of countenance in their later years
that was unknown in their youth. The
beauty that counts is the radiating
luster that shines through the
gray
hair and wrinkles as the sun is going
more

dpwn.—Exchange.

--o-

Celibacy Among the Clergy.
During the first three centuries the
marriage of the clergy was freely'"permitted. but by the Council of
Elvira,
early in the fourth century, continence
was enjoined on all who
served at the
altar
For centuries this subject led
to many struggles in the
church, but
was
finally settled by Gregory VU.
positively forbidding the marriage of
the clergy. The Council of Trent In

1545 confirmed ttds rule. In the Greek
church celibacy Is ngt
compulsory on
the ordinary clergy. Protestauts hold
that there Is no moral
superiority In

celibacy

over

church lias

obligation

no

on

marriage and that the
right to impose such an
any class of. her minis-

ters.

Celibacy
Celibacy Is the

and
state

Sanctity.
of being celibate

unmarried. It is especially applied
to the voluntary life of abstinence
from marriage followed hy many religious devotees and hy some orders of
clergy, as those of the Roman CHthollc
church. The ancient Egyptian priests
preserved a rigid chastity, the priestesses of ancient Greece and Rome were
pledged to perpetual virginity, and the
Buddhist priests of the East adhere to
celibacy. Among Christians the earliest aspirants to the spiritual perfection supposed to be attainable through
celibacy were not ecclesiastics as such,
but hermits and anchorets, who aimed

or

at superior sanctity.

I
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Autocratic Japanese Police.
One of the most undemocratic U-«thtutlons of Japan Is Its police fore*.
The Japanese police work on th*
theory that they are the master*,
rather than the servants, of the people, and their commands are give*
with a grim duality and a haughty official air of arrogance, and they by no
means enconrage those on their beat*
to be friendly. A three-foot sword at
their side helps their military dignity.
The police have their good qntlltle*,

however,

as

they

are

moruliy upright,

and have a keen sense of duty. Thti
latter Is mostly marked by the fact
that although they are paid a very
low wage, 40 to 50 yen. about th*
as a Japanese scavenger, they
do not strike for more, holding that It
would be a violation of public trust.
same

•
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could bring (he world to my fee.
could but dance to your music,"
Doris continued rapturously.
There
was no touch of personal conceit attached to her words. There was Just
a
tremendous desire to express the
greatest and best in the art of danc“If you would only play again
ing.
some time so that I may dance the
story 1 conceived today—1 would be
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4
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DONE WITH LEVER
Connecticut Architect’s Theory of
the

Pyramids.

Refuses to See Anything Remarkable
•
happy.”
in the Raising of the Enor.c.ous
Marcel smiled eagerly.
“Now—if
Wft* 1S20. by McClure Newspaper Syndicate >
you like," he said, his eyes reflecting ;
Egyptian Sarcophagi.
Up and down the piano like a water the enthusiasm in her own.
It all
sprite pursued by a toruado dashed seemed very natural that genius should
Could nn old Yankee farmer, with
the fingers of Marcel Oarouni. In his
meet genius in this unconventional but
plenty of ancient Egyptians to help
eyes was the wild conquest of music
positive manner, and a moment later j him, run up a pyramid with no other
and in his soul all the color aud
Marcel was seated again at his piano, ; mechanical device than a simple lever?
grandeur of a great artist.
The drab little figure leaped forward
Edwy E. Benedict, an architect of
Daily Marcel sat at the piano and
almost as soon as the first notes filWnterbury, Conn., avers. In a letter,
practiced those wonderful dames that
tered awTay from Marcel’s Inspired finthat he would be willing to take a conwere one day to set the world afire
tract for the work on these conditions.
gers.
with their flame.
As ancient
Doris then seemed but a bit of rose
Egyptians In unlimited
And each day outside his door
petal flung ruthlessly about by an allquantiiies tire no longer to be had for
crouched a more or less ragged little
powerful wind. Light as eiderdown the asking, he Is probably safe In so
figure whose haunted eyes were light- she was hurled relentlessly across the doing.
ed with the glow of appreciation and
rude floor but with a grace and beauty
“It
Is
my
belief," Mr. Benedict
whose hungry little body was not less
that quite took the breath from Marwrites, "gained as a boy working on a
starved for food than was her soul for
cel’s excited breast.
Never had he
farm, and as a carpenter, with the
music.
imagined his music could be interpre- knowledge accrued from my reading
The corner of the dark hall on the
ted with so perfect a following of his
and practice as an architect, that the
top floor of the rooming house permitown conceived Idea.
blocks of stone were raised and placed
ted her to crouch with her touseled
He played his newly
composed In position by the very simple process
head as near as possible and drink in
“Weeping Willow” with its wonderful of using the lever and fulcrum, using
the wild music undisturbed.
use of the minor strain
and
Doris
part of the weight of the block or
She was a drab little bundle. Her
seemed but a bit of drooping willow
stone to help lift itself.
clothes, her life and all there was to branch. Her head, her shoulders and
“If yon will look over the Illustraher seemed drab—all but her eyes,
her whole body responded to the theme
tions showing some of the methods
and in them was an intensity of Inuntil Marcel could have wept with
used by the people of those times you
spiration and slow-burning fire.
the sadness of it.
will see that they understood perfectly
Tossed about relentlessly by the
“Girl!” he cried suddenly, for he
the use of the lever and fulcrum.
winds of fate and being of not suffidid not know her name, “we two must
“Did you ever watch a farmer and
cient strength of her own to buffet sucwork together.
‘the boy’ pry a ton or two of stone
With your exquisite
Doris
Varisl lingered on the
cessfully,
interpretation of my music we will out of a hole? Possibly they had a
mediocre doorstep of life a being, only
wend our way into the art world.”
crowbar, but as a general thing the
half conscious of her own powers and
He gazed wistfully at Doris as if a
lever was a maple sapling cut from
striving with a pitiful maintenance to
slight fear possessed him that she the nearby woods. The rock was
keep body and soul together by danc- might not feel as he did. But her rougn, with rounded sides, difficult
ing in fifth-rate restaurants.
to get a ‘bite’ on, but that rock was
eyes were blazing with inspiration and
And Marcel Caronni made music in
enthusiasm which promised well for
lifted out of that hole.
Neither the
his top-floor, scantily furnished room,
their future.
farmer nor the boy’ had studied the
that flung the soul of Doris into a wild
c
wuiu
science of engineering, but they uniu
uie
muiinji—
uc-feiu
passion of expression.
where I dance.” she suggested quickderstood the use of the lever and fulShe seemed suddenly born of the
ly. It will be Just a stepping stone, crum and how the weight of the stone
wind and clouds; her feet light as a
and we must live—while we progress.”
would help lift Itself.
“In the case of the Pyramids, each
fawn, her movements gentle as the Doris smiled softly. “I am very happy
mothk that hung in the fragrance of a
—to have fallen asleep at your door.”
step or Inset would be used as part of
moonlit garden.
the
"And I,” said Marcel, with his winblocking, thus minimizing the
Marcel played on. quite unconscious
ning grace, “am happy to have found quantity of blocking by using what
had been released over again.
that any human being was within miles
you there.”
of him. He was In a world of his own
“When each successive level was
They began, as Doris suggested; In
making and breathing deeply the In- the cabaret where Doris danced, but reached, the outer edge of the block
would be raised and the block slid into
soon wended their way nearer the
heart of real art, and before many
place on greased skids or rollers; this
method would leave the corners the
moons had waned found they were to
last to be filled, thus giving each block
fill an engagement on the metropolitan
two sides or ways to work from and
stage.
“Marcel," said Doris as she drew making the most accurate fitting possible.
near to him before going down for the
“Gangs of men could work on all
great engagement, “we have almost
four sides, three or four gangs on a
reached the top—are you not very hap
side at first, thus making comparapyr
“Doris," Marcel returned, and In his tively rapid progress.
“I presume the builders thought the
eyrs was a terrible sadness. “I will
never reach the top—through music—
process of lifting the stones so simple
that It wouldn’t pay to commemorate
and I am afraid—"
It by ‘sculping’ It on the side of the
“Not through music—then what?"
asked Doris, but In her heart she
pyramid.
‘‘I do not deny that building the
knew.
“Only through love,” Marcel told Pyramids was a big undertaking, but
neither do I feel that I am conceited
her.
In saying that If I could get some of
“And have you tried to reach the
the old Yankee farmers I have known
top—through love?” queried Doris.
as bosses and
the unlimited help of
“I am afraid. The public loves you
those times. I woitld be willing to take
so.
You are too wonderful."
a
contract
to
build
another pyra“The public is nothing—I am not
mid, using the process described.*'—
wonderful at all—If you are not going
to reach—if your next composition is
Literary Digest.
not to be of love, and if we are not to
make It our greatest expression of
Copy Mother Eve's Costume.
Deep in the heart of India there
; art.”
lives a tribe of natives known u«
Marcel flung his eager arms about
her.
“We have already reached the
Juangs. or leaf wearers. There are
but 11.000 of the tribe, and as far as
very top—dear.”
can be
discovered theirs is unmlxed
* U. V'(A S
blood from the time their first ancesSolitude.
tor emerged from the animal life of
Seemed But a Bit of Rose Petal.
Give me the flowing river that runs the
jungle. They come as near to
between
the
shores!
Give
pine-clad
toxieating air of creative moments.
being apes as any human being can.
me the babbling brook with
its ripHis world was spinning, tossing, tumThe name leaf wearer was given
bling and clinging again to heights pling music! And you may have the because of their custom of dressing
crowded
streams
of
commerce
that
unknown to any save the great artists
their women in leases—undressing,
rush and toss between the huge piles
of life. Had Marcel known that a bit
rather, for the custom consists of two
of
granite.
of human driftwood had been lodged
bunches of leaves, one in front and
Give
me
the
stars—the
twinkling
against his door he undoubtedly would
one in
back—that are thrust into a
glow of the silver moon!
And a
have failed to complete his great masbelt of string decorated with clay
million
electric
torches
that
illumi- stems. This dress is
terpiece, for Marcel was above all a
changed each
compassionate human being. His emo- nate the great cities are yours.
day, and as a result the outskirts of
Give me the music of the wind- their
tions would have been torn to shreds
villages are ankle deep in the disAnd keep your sym- carded
swept trees!
and left jagged and worn at sight of
finery. The legend of the tribe
pathies. Give me the bellowing herd, declares that the goddess of the BalDoris in her present drab state. Howthe crowing cock, the chirp of the new- turni
ever, he was unconscious of her very
river, emerging from her home
hatched brood!
And your Carusos in the rocks, saw several
existence and carried his masterpiece
of the Juang
and McCormacks will not be missed.
to a glorious and triumphant finale.
women dancing without even a leaf.
Give me the joyous vision of the She was
The strains burled themselves in the
outraged and ordered the
budding rose that fills the untilled leaf dress with the threat that, should
brain of Doris, and while her body lay
the
bluebells
the
fields,
the
by
brook,
inert her soul was swishing about in a
the tribe abandon It, the curse of
And death would fall on the women and
cowslip in the marshy bed!
glory of sound and her senses were
have all the forced blooms, the tribe be exterminated.
you
may
registering every movement so that at
the result of man's effort to improve
a later day her body would
again proon the works of God.—L. JF. Muler in
duce them in a dance of utmost perChinese Need Farming Tool*.
the Utah Chronicle.
fection of expression.
There is a growing interest tn Im1
---.
so intense was her strain that from
proved farm implements in China,
sheer fatigue of the brain she must
which Is creating possibilities for the
Dog Haro of Sea Disaster.
have dropped into an exhausted sleep.
I.ast December when the steamer sale of certain hand tools and small
Marcel, dashing out toward dusk for JKthele ran ashore on the coast of New- machines especially adapted to the
a bite of food wherewith to
foundland with ninety-two passengers, needs of the Chinese. Except In the
keep his
soul and body together, stumbled over
including a new-born infant, in imme- undeveloped portions of the norththe drab heap of humanity at his door.
diate danger of death in the heavy sea, west, China cannot use farm maSo startled was Marcel that for a moReuben Decker of Bonne Bay called chinery to the same extent that we
his dog and, patting the end of a rope use It in the United States, because
mentha.failed to realize that the thing
which his feet had all but kicked was
In his month, started him to swim to the amount of land owned by one man
a bit of the feminine world.
the wrecked ship.
The dog, holding Is too small and In too small fields,
With
arms gentle as those of a woman Marthe rope fast, plunged Into the heavy says a United States consular burean
cel lifted the slight bundle and carried
sea. and after struggling for more than
report. The Chinese who have studied
an hour reached the steamer.
it within his scantily furnished room.
With agriculture, either at home or abroad,
Once there he deposited the girl in
the line aboard, the passengers were as well ns landowners and farmers
sent ashore In a breeches buoy, the
with education enough to know that
the one chair In his possession.
baby being carried In a mall bag. Now Improved implements exist, are poShe opened wide her eyes.
They
the dog has a silver collar, the gift of tential
rested with wonderful light in their
purchasers of instruments,
a number of humane societies of Philachiefly of the following kinds: Light
depths full on Marcel. He sighed with
delphia.
plows, harrows, cultivators, small cotrelief, for he had not known what to
ton gins, wheel hoes and irrigation
expect from that inert heap.
“I must have fallen asleep at your
pumps operated by animal power.
X-Ray in Shoe Store.
door," Doris said slowly; “the music
A leading New York store has reFrance Develops OTI Industry.
was so heavenly—so beyond anything
cently Installed an Ingenious X-ray
I have ever heard—that I—well, I
France is engaged in developing her
outfit which perm'ts Its patrons to see
think my senses were quite drugged by
Just how their feet fit In any pair of oil Industry, which has long been
Its beauty.”
shoes.
In fact, at a glance the pa- neglected It is said that the very first
It was Marcel’s turn to open wide
trons can note the position of the efforts to refine petroleum were made at
his eyes. This was no mere flattery.
bones of their feet in any given pair Pechelbronn. These commenced* four
To a great extent they
It was a soul's appreciation expressing
of shoes, and In that manner deter- centuries ago.
Itself more through glowing, brilliant
mine whether they are trying the were failures, but it is said- that for
proper last or not—Scientific Amer- 180 years a refinery has been In opeyes and vibrant little body than by
eration at that place.
mere spoken praise.
ican.
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HIS DEBT TO ESKIMO WOMEN

MANY FEAR BANKS

Life of Famous Churchman of the
Yukon Saved by the “Mucklocks” They Had Made.
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Large Class Prefers
Its Savfigs.

Sums

on

Their Persons.

contractor on the Ohio river was
putting In a cofferdam. It was danOne day the
gerous and dirty work.
dam broke.
A
number of workmen
were caught and sucked under by the
Inrush of wnter. They all came to the
surface and were rescued hut one.
This poor chap disappeared and they
were unnble to find his body, although
diligent search wus made.
After ttie cofferdam was repaired
and the wnter pumped out the body
of the missing man was found hurled
In the muddy bottom.
The reason he did not rise to the
surface with the rest was that lie had
fastened about his waist a belt containing $1,230 In gold.
His money belt was Ills hank and In
trying to save his money he lost his
life. Charles Aubrey Eaton writes In
Leslie's.
Aronnd the Pittsburgh district they
get their building sand by dredging the
river bottoms. Not long ago a workman
on
one of the dredging scows
found In the sand brought up by the
dredge, a leather pocketbook containing $1,700. He reported his find to the
boss and the company advertised for
the owner of the money,
A Hungarian laborer from one of the
big manufacturing plants answered the
advertisement and claimed the money.
The story told by this man was extraordlnary. He had made the pocketbook himself at home out of a piece of
leather which he had bought for the
purpose. He produced the remnant of
the original piece of leather as part
of his proof of ownership. One day
he had accidentally dropped his pocketbook down a manhole Into a street
sewer. He went to the spot where the
sewer empties Into the river and without food or drink watched for three
days and nlghta. In the hope that the
pockethook would come through to the
river. At last he gave np In despair
and It was more than a year later that
the workman on the dredge fished the
thing up out of the river bottom.
A foreign-born workman wag hurt In
• western Pennsylvania mine.
When
he was brought to the surface for
treatment they fonnd that he had fastened under his left arm an oiled skin
silk bag containing $450.
One day during the war I spoke to
a crowd of 5,000 workmen In an eastem
shipyard. After the meeting an
Italian laborer came to me and asked
If he conld speak to me in private.
We retired behind a pile of lumber and
he produced $500 worth of
liberty
bonds which he had been carrying In
a
belt next to his body and which
were becoming soiled and
discolored.
He wanted to know where he could
put his bonds for safekeeping, as he
was afraid
they would be stolen if he
carried them around him at his work.
I took him to the president of the
company and suggested that his duty
was only half done when he had
educated the workers to invest In
government securities.
He ought then to
011 and show- the men how to
take
care of their securities
by depositing
them in some good bank.
A
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Firearms.
Firearms are said to have been first
used In European warfare In the Fourteenth century. The first weapon of
this kind that passed Into general use
was the hand gun, which was of
very i
rude construction.
It consisted of a
simple iron or brass tube, fixed In a
straight stock of wood. An Improvement was made in the reign of Edward IV, when a cock was affixed to
the hand gun to hold the match which
was brought down to the
priming by
a trigger, whence the term matchlock.
Then came the wheel lock and about
1835 tbe firelock or flintlock. It was
the weapon of Marlborough’s and
Wellington's armies and became known
ai "Brown 'Bess."
In 1834 the percussion cap. Invented by Rev. Alexander John Forsyth, was successfully
tested at Woolwich. In 1839 the flintlock muskets were altered to suit the
percussion cap. The percussion musker of 1842 continued In use In the
Jefferson in Misfortune.
British army until partially superseded
When Thomas Jefferson retired from
by the Mfnle rifle In 1851, and altothe presidency and returned to
gether by the Enfield rifle In 1855,
Montland
cello he was much In debt,
since then the breech-loading,
though at
the time the fact was not know to
magazine rifle hns been perfected.
most of his friends.
He emulated the
example of Washington by trying to
Hot Water a Sovereign Remedy.
Edmund Burke, the celebrated Brit- be a farmer, but was so far unsuccessful that each year he ran more behind
ish statesman whom every
high school
boy has occasion to know through his financially. In the meantime he was
keeping open house, entertaining lavfamous speech on conciliation, was a
ishly and sometimes haring as many
believer in the hot water theory of
therapeutics. For whenever Burke as fifty guests.
At length his affairs got Into such
found himself Indisposed he ordered
bad shape that he was compelled to
a kettle of hot water to be
boilkept
ing. of which he drank large quanti- ask congress to buy his library and
ties, sometimes as much as four or historical papers, which were thereupon
sold to the nation for $28,000.
five quarts In a morning, without any
These books and papers now form one
mixture or infusion, according to an
old copy ot the
Dublin University- of the most valuable possessions of
the library of congress. The
Magazine. He would pour out aboul
money
a
pint as hot as he could bear, and tided Jefferson over for a while, but
he was bankrupt when he died, 17
drink It with a spoon, as If it had
been soup.
years after his departure from the
Warm water, he
said,
White House. To the day of his death
would relax and nauseate, but hot
he took an active Interest In public
water was the finest stimulant and
affairs. He established the Univermost
powerful
restorative In
the
world.
Ho not only partook of this
sity of Virginia, serving as Its first
sovereign remedy himself, but pre- provost, and personally superintended
the erection of Its buildings.
scribed it to every patient that would
listen to him at all.—Kansas
City Star.
Roman Villas Found In Switzerland.
■

1

baking.
The farm woman’s work
day aver
ages eleven and one-half hours, the
survey shows. The department Is cooperating with state colleges of agriculture in an effort to bring about better conditions for women on the
farm,
especially more home conveniences. As
a result of this work a
thousand farm
kitchens were remodeled last year.
One Exception.
“I never heard of girls being successful at a leap.”
“M.v dear man, did you never see
one Jump at a proposal 7"

Archaeologists have discovered In
the wood of Enge, near
Berne, Switzerland, two Homan villas which appear
to have been constructed In the first
century. B. C., says a Geneva message.
Further excavations are to be made In
an attempt to establish the whereabouts of the 12 towns and 400 villages mentioned by Julius Caesar
which it is believed existed In the
neighborhood. Traces of the former existence of an Important Boman colony at this spot have already been discovered.
Australian Opals.
The opal industry of Australia Is
an Important one. and the value of the
stones found since 1890, In
New
South Wales, the principal producing
state, Is £1,426,000. The gems were
first discovered there In 1877, but two
years earlier the first recorded discovery of opals in Australia was made
In Queensland. Australia has the
reputation of being the only country In
the world In which the black variety
of opals have come to light.

needed

Inatead of Coal
Ha,

Picturesque Character

■Shipboard

to Hoard

Foreigners Especially Are Guilty of
the Folly of Carrying Large

themselves flat they were wet to the
thighs In the chilly water.
Fortunately one section of the Ice
crust within reach held firm and they
were on their feet again in an Instant,
knowing that their only hope against
death by freezing In that terrific cold
was a four-mile race to shore and a
brushwood Are.
"We could never have won that
race." concluded the archdeacon, "If
dry feet and the circulation pumped
Hi them by the tremendous effort of
our running hadn't helped us.
Other!
wise we should have frozen to death
on the first mile. Our lives were saved ;
1
by our leather mucklocks, the high
native boots whose seams have been
chewed to a watertight pulp between
!
the teeth of the Eskimo women.”

Farm Women’a Long Hours.
The Kansas Industrialist remarks
that an extensive survey made
by the
United States Department of
Agriculture shows 9fl per cent of the farm
women do the family
washing and
more than half of them are still
using
the washboard. Sixty-one
per cent of
the farm women carry water an average of forty feet. Ninety-two per cent
do the family sewing and
mending,
and a large majority do the family

U«« of ON
u.red

That
con of
should
death
which

Hudson Stuck, noted archdeathe Yukon, who died recently,
for 15 years have escaped the
from freezing and hardships
he risked a hundred times a
year, may have been due to a special
protection of Providence, hut In one
case at least, he owed his life to the
strong teeth of Eskimo women, according to a Seattle dispatch.
lie told this story himself the last
time he was in the States.
It happened just when the first thaws were
setting In one spring. An Indian runner
brought him an urgent call for
help from the missions on the Kuyukuk, far north of the Yukon, a call
that could not wait until the rivers
were open and the days of dangerous
travel past.
So the archdeacon started from
Fairbanks on foot, with one Indian
and a dog train. They followed the
Tnnnna to the Yukon, reaching the
great river at sundown.' and striking
out across the Ice on a sharp diagonal
which lengthened the crossing to five
miles. It had been biting cold under
the lee of the shore, and on the unsheltered river Pr. Stuck's thermometer registered 50 degrees below zero.
Four miles of lee were behind them
when trouble began.
First there was
a vast groaning of the river and thin
cracks zigzagged away from them in
al) directions.
Experience told them that the strong
currents
below the northern bank
were at work again after their winter's rest.
As they turned back toward
the stronger footing behind
them, the Ice broke sharply at their

stoker no longer
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Unnecessary,

"The Passing of the
K
Nr'
naee” might some
day
title of a hook telling of m
l. m
^
ods of traveling by
sen, with
on the hunkering of
shins with
"*
oil Instead of cent, thus
eiim
the stoker who. day and
night
eled that eoaJ Into the
ever
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of flnim*. Doubtless
rjjoju.
elers who nsed to feel
stoker's plight will join m
the
tires of the
trip will, greater ..cJll
tv on the
oll-huruing boats
,
th“ most Interesting of
mvnt s| ,S
In the kaleidoscopic
harbor „f y
York was the bunkering
with fuel
ef the Ctriard liner
Aqultnnm
....
from nn oil tanker.
In aho„t
hours 45.000 barrels of oil
wa« «tonq
by means of an SH-Inrh flexible
„
hose, the servh-es of but
three
being required.
Had all four
lions lieen used, the
hunkering r ,„u
have been completed In siv
hours h,
seven
men. this Including
both
ess,., of
discharging and ..iv „.
Tims the modern
method means "T
saving of time, labor ami „v_
since the coal hunkering
01
liner usually requires the

""h'"'

surrv' fl'T'
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many men for several days, p
it,.
Interesting to note that the liner',
first run with oil as „
fUl.
In the consumption of
npprox|mi,t(|
84100 ,on»- «» against the
usual r.iun
tons of coal.—Christian
Sei,.n„s

MOSTLY

OF

INDIAN

ORIGIN

Twenty-Five of the Forty.E,ght State.
of the Country Have
Practically
Native Names.

Of our 48 states we find
that 23 hear
of Indian origin wlr
Kngllsh. six Spanish and three
French.
Two states may be said to
have a> -r.
Iran names.
The first Is Washing,*
named after the Father of our
Counand
try,
the second Indiana, so
called
on account of the
purchase and subsequent settlement by various Indian
tribes of large tracts of land
north of
the Ohio river and within the
present
boundaries of the state.
When we review Indian state
namn,
w-c must remember -hat
there «a« no
one
Indian tongue.
Instead, there
were several separate and distinct Ianguages, and each of these was divided
Into many dialects.
Hence the s-lde
variance In Irdlan names In different
sections.
names

Wisconsin, written hy early Fr-.rt
explorers of the region ns Oulsennsia
and

named

for Its chief stream, la
have come from a Sac Indian word translated as Wild Rushing Channel, ami also as having rtf*
erence
to
holes In the hanks of
streams where birds n»*st. However,
neither of these Interpretations ran be
confirmed
National Geographic

thought

to

—

Magazine.
Artificial Wool.
The artificial wool win
has h*on
under test at Leeds (1:■
wrsity
Its
Is produced from cotton v
v
It is
basis being cellulose nr*
t. even
claimed that the prodn
and cold
better insulator against !.
than wool, that It takes <. .*< cnews*
fully, and that it will u-.-.r well. In
the experiments made, ir has been satisfactorily converted into fabrics.
Equal parts of artificial wool and
natural wool gave a cloth resembling
tweed, and the head of the university*
textile department has suggested that
this should he useful for men or woa
men
fancying homespun effects
clothing.
Cheapness and P^M*
wearing qualities constitute the *1*^1
appeal of the material. Its defects are
said to include Inelasticity and H*
for
hlllty to break, and these unfit it
yarns of the worsted type requiring*
combing length of two in lies *»r more,
and
though It may sene well for yarn
cloth where short fibers are suitable.

New Aircraft Rises Vertically.
Stimulated by recent offer* of largt
h aeromoney prizes a number of Frenc
i™
nautical engirecrs nre bn*' with
construction of vertically rising, hearThe largest®
ier-than-air machines.
J

these is a helicopter, characterized
its unusually large size and substan®
tial construction, says Popular
resetswings
The
chnnles Magazine.
ble in plain the leaves of a f|iur
tu
clover, and are carried on metal
which radiate from a central upright
11
This uptight Is mounted on
"
die of the metal fuselage «nd
volved by a nine-cylinder radis

'J1®

glue.
Had a Home-Made Lock.
A few years ago we were HOT™,
of am
vacation trip in a little car
hat
car
little
This
vintage.
built originally without a windHs
later we had improvised one.
One day w
bent wood frame.
snot -swas waiting for my wife
^
an
torlst walked up to me
^
a
of
yours
ear
“Do you know that
the
look so bad until one sees
^
ran t«•
shield, and then any one
vours*
made the whole thing

j

change.
Inside the Lines.
driving throne
we were forced to come
were
halt. Two old ladles
As

we

were

^
t

^

the busiest thoroughfare
^
P
It were the most uninhabited
horn 3
my
sounded
1
earth.
<*rra,
they got In front of the
am
them stopped dead still
You ,(ont
sa d :
look,
defiant
" very
^ ^
ydare run over me.
;
side the lines.”—Chicago
across

